
UNIT 1: FRIENDSHIP 

 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE: 

Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other words. 

1. A. gossip B. good C. guitarist D. generous 

2. A. honest B. humourous C. helpful D. hospitable 

Choose the word with the different stress pattern 

3. A. loyalty B. changeable C. quality D. unselfish 

4. A. appearance B. physical C. unpleasant D. description 

Choose the best word or phrase to complete each sentence 

5. You can’t tell what someone is like just from their ……………. 

A. character B. appearance C. personality D. looking 

6. Can I count on your ………………? 

A. loyal B. loyalist C. loyalty D. loyalties 

7. How is your son getting ……….. his new classmates? 

A. on to B. away with C. out with D. on with 

8. My mother ……… do my homework or I can’t go out. 

A. makes me  B. helps me C. gets me D. lets me 

9. The candidates are not allowed ……… their mobile phones for their examinations. 

A. take B. to take C. taking D. takes 

10. He noticed two thieves ……….. out of a shop. 

A. to come B. is coming C. are coming D. come 

11. It was her …….. that separated her from her classmates. 

A. selfish B. selfishness C. unselfish D. unselfishness 

12. When will he be allowed to go home? When will they ………….. 

A. let him go B. let him to go C. leave him to go D. leave him 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D that has the CLOSEST meaning to the underlined words in each of the 

following sentences: 

13. He takes no pleasure in his work. 

A. sympathy B. enjoyment C. responsibility D. suspicion 

14. Children often feel jealous when a new baby arrives. 

A. capable B. happy C. sympathetic D. envious 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D that has the OPPOSITE meaning to the underlined words in each of the 

following sentences: 

15. It was selfish of him to leave all the work to you.  

A. selfless B. selfishness C. free D. fair 

16. It was generous of him to offer to pay for us both. 

A. mean B. free C. sympathetic D. enthusiastic 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D indicating the underlined part that needs correcting in each of the following 

sentences. 

17. Last week I (A) went to my daughter’s soccer game, I (B) enjoyed (C) watching the children (D) 

played soccer. 

18. Lan (A) has been my best friend and she (B) has a lot of things (C) to common (D) with me.  IN 

Choose the sentence A, B, C or D which is closest in meaning to the one in bold. 

19. The made him work hard when he was at school. 

A. They let him work hard when he was at school.            

B. He was made work hard when he was at school. 

C. He was made to work hard when he was at school        

D. The wanted him to work hard when he was at school 

20. We get on well with our neighbors. 

A. Our neighbours are very nice.                                      B. We have a good relationship with our 

neighbours. 



C. We are related to our neighbours.                                 D. We behave quite well. 

B. WRITING 

I. Rewrite the sentences without changing their meanings 

1. Jane and I don’t share interests.     

Jane has nothing…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2. We aren’t allowed to ride a motorbike to school. 

They don’t let……………………………………………………………………………………… 

   

3. Everyone saw these men run into the shop. 

These men were…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

II. Write complete sentences from the cues: 

1. It/ kind/ you/ give/ her/ lift. 

................................................................................................................................................................... 

. 

2. Really good friends/ always share/ joys / sorrows / you /and never turn/ backs on you. 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other words. 

1. A. gossip B. good C. guitarist D. generous 

2. A. honest B. humourous C. helpful D. hospitable 

Choose the word with the different stress pattern 

3. A. loyalty B. changeable C. quality D. unselfish 

4. A. appearance B. physical C. unpleasant D. description 

Choose the best word or phrase to complete each sentence 

5. You can’t tell what someone is like just from their ……………. 

A. character B. appearance C. personality D. looking 

6. Can I count on your ………………? 

A. loyal B. loyalist C. loyalty D. loyalties 

7. How is your son getting ……….. his new classmates? 

A. on to B. away with C. out with D. on with 

8. My mother ……… do my homework or I can’t go out. 

A. makes me  B. helps me C. gets me D. lets me 

9. The candidates are not allowed ……… their mobile phones for their examinations. 

A. take B. to take C. taking D. takes 

10. He noticed two thieves ……….. out of a shop. 

A. to come B. is coming C. are coming D. come 

11. It was her …….. that separated her from her classmates. 

A. selfish B. selfishness C. unselfish D. unselfishness 

12. When will he be allowed to go home? When will they ………….. 

A. let him go B. let him to go C. leave him to go D. leave him 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D that has the CLOSEST meaning to the underlined words in each of 

the following sentences: 

13. He takes no pleasure in his work. 

A. sympathy B. enjoyment C. responsibility D. suspicion 

14. Children often feel jealous when a new baby arrives. 

A. capable B. happy C. sympathetic D. envious 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D that has the OPPOSITE meaning to the underlined words in each of 

the following sentences: 

15. It was selfish of him to leave all the work to you.  

A. selfless B. selfishness C. free D. fair 



16. It was generous of him to offer to pay for us both. 

A. mean B. free C. sympathetic D. enthusiastic 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D indicating the underlined part that needs correcting in each of the 

following sentences. 

17. Last week I (A) went to my daughter’s soccer game, I (B) enjoyed (C) watching the children (D) 

played soccer. 

18. Lan (A) has been my best friend and she (B) has a lot of things (C) to common (D) with me. 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D that indicates the most suitable response to complete each of the 

following exchanges. 

19. A: “May I come in?” - B: “ …………………………” 

A. No, you may not B. Yes, why not? 

C. Yes, please do D. No, I don’t accept that 

20. “Thanks for the lovely gift, Jane” - “ …………………..” 

A. It’s my pleasure B. Yes, it is.  

C. I myself like it very much.` D. And do you know its price? 

B. WRITING 

Complete the sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one. 

1. Jane and I don’t share interests. 

Jane has nothing …………………………………  

2. We aren’t allowed to ride a motorbike to school. 

They don’t let ………………………………  

3. Everyone saw these men run into the shop. 

These men …………………………  

4. She appreciates your giving her a lift. 

It’s ………………………………………..  

5. The made him work hard when he was at school. 

He …………………………………………………………………… 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

PRACTICE TEST 3 

 

I. Choose the best answer (A, B, C or D) that best completes each sentence. 

1. I didn’t hear you  __________ in. 

 A. come B. to come C. coming D. came 

2. We were delighted  __________ your letter last week. 

 A. getting B. gets C. to get D. got 

3. They gave us money _________ some food. 

 A. to buy B. buying C. buy D. bought 

4. Did you notice anyone  _________ out? 

 A. going B. went C. to go D. go 

5. I saw him  _________ off the wall. 

 A. falling B. to fall C. fall D. fell 

6. Your handwriting is impossible _________. 

 A. reading B. read C. to read D. reads 

7. Do you have much opportunity _______ your English? 

 A. practice B. to practice C. practiced D. practicing 

8. The custom officer made her __________ the briefcase. 

 A. open B. opening C. to open D. opened 

9. She‘s very intelligent. She‘s certain _________ the exam. 

 A. passing B. passed C. to pass D. pass 

10. We shouted __________ everybody of the danger. 

 A. warn B. to warn C. warn D. warns 

11. Let’s go to the pool __________ a swim. 

 A. having B. have C. has D. to have 



12. It was very nice of you __________ me the flowers. 

 A. to send B. sends B. sent D. send 

13. Did you see the accident __________? 

 A. happen B. happening C. to happen D. happened 

14. My parents never let me __________ out alone at night. 

 A. go B. going C. to go D. goes 

15. Have you got much work __________ ? 

 A. does B. do  C. doing D. to do 

16. We don’t permit people ________ in the waiting room. 

 A. smoke B. to smoke C. smokes D. smoking 

17. Do you think this water is safe __________? 

 A. drink B. drinking C. drinks D. to drink 

18. The police watched them __________ out of the car. 

 A. going B. go C. to go D. gone 

19. Joe was not allowed _________ his sister’s car. 

 A. to use B. using C. use d. uses 

20. Would you like something __________? 

 A. eating B. eaten C. eat D. to eat 

II. Rewrite each of the following sentences in such a way that it has the same meaning as the 

sentence preceding it.  

1. Ann has to do some housework before going out. 

    Ann has some _________________________________________________________ 

2. “Would you like something to eat?” 

    She offered to give _________________________________________________________ 

3. Jill offered to help us without hesitation. 

    Jill was willing _________________________________________________________ 

4. My parents force me to do my homework every night. 

    My parents make _________________________________________________________ 

5. There’s not much you can do in the countryside. 

    There’s nothing much _________________________________________________________ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

PRACTICE TEST 4 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

Choose the word that has the underlined pronounced differently from the others.  

1. A. confidential   B. mutual   C. question   D. feature 

2. A. generous   B. gossip   C. origin   D. geometry  

Choose the word that has the main stress differently from the others. 

3. A. quality   B. friendship  C. common  D. enthusiast 

4. A. generous    B. suspicious  C. constancy   D. sympathy 

Choose the best option for each sentence.  

5. People who are easily ____ by rumours can never be good friends.  

   A. influenced   B. attracted   C. purchased   D. occurred  

6. I advise ____ her a pair of gloves for her birthday.  

    A. buy    B. to buy   C. buying   D. bought  

7. The children seem to be totally capable ________ working by themselves. 



   A. on    B. of    C. in    D. for  

8. Your friendship should be based ________ mutual trust.  

   A. in    B. on    C. by    D. with 

9. The company expects________ from its employees. 

   A. humour    B. quantity   C. interest   D. loyalty  

10. I've got lots of_______, but only a few are really good friends.  

   A. close friends   B. acquaintances  C. neighbors   D. partners  

11. Friendship is a two-sided________, it lives by give-and-take.  

   A. affair    B. event   C. aspect  D. feature  

12. Does he tell you how he is getting ________ his new friends? 

A. on with    B. on of   C. away with  D. out of 

13. Let me know if you see anyone acting ________. 

A. properly   B. constantly   C. suspiciously  D. carefully 

14. Last night, we saw a meteorite ________ through the sky. 

A. streaked   B. to streak   C. streak   D. to have streaked 

15. I was relieved ________ that I had passed the exam. 

A. find out  B. found out   C. to find out  D. finding out 

16. We had nothing __________ except look at the cinema posters. 

A. do    B. did    C. to do   D. doing 

17. I couldn't understand what the passage said, so I had my friend ______ it for me. 

A. translate   B. translated   C. to translate  D. translating 

18. As she drove past his house, she noticed him _____ away from home. 

A. run    B. ran    C. to run   D. is running 

19. He finds it ______ lasting friendships. 

 A. difficult to make   B. difficulty in making 

 C. is difficult to make  D. difficult making 

Choose the correct response to each of the following exchanges. 

20.  “Do you feel like going to the prom with me?” – “ ____” 

 A. I feel very bored.   B. That would be great.   

 C. Yes, congratulations.  D. You're welcome. 

B. WRITING 

Give the correct form of the given words to complete the following sentences. 

21. We haven't talked to each other recently because of ________. (UNDERSTAND) 

22.  My closest friend is a warm and ________ person. (CARE) 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first.  



23. He worked out the answer. It was clever of him. 

It was __________________________________________  

24. He was crossing the road. I caught sight of him. 

I noticed ________________________________________  

25. Harry couldn’t get his parents’ permission to buy a motorbike.  

Harry’s parents didn’t let __________________________  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PRACTICE TEST 5 

Read the following passage and mark the best answer for each blank.  

FRIENDS 

To many people, their friends are the most important in their life. Really good friends always 

(1)………..joys and sorrows with you and never turn their backs on you. Your best friend may be 

someone you have known all your life or someone you have grown (2)………..with. There are all sorts of 

things that can bring about this special (3)……………….. It may be the result of enjoying the same 

activities and sharing experiences. Most of (4).................. have met someone that we have immediately 

felt relaxed with as if we had known them for ages. However, it really takes you years to get to know 

someone well (5)…………to consider your best friend. To the majority of us, this is someone we trust 

completely and (6)…………….understands us better than anyone else. It’s the person you can tell him or 

her your most (7) ………………… secrets.  

1. A. have    B. give   C. spend    D. share  

2. A. up    B. in    C. through    D. on  

3. A. population   B. preparation  C. limitation    D. relationship.  

4. A. we    B. ours   C. us     D. our  

5 A. such    B. too    C. enough    D. so  

6. A. who    B. whose   C. whom    D. which 

7. A. intimate  B. public  C. lovely   D. large 

Choose the one word or phrase- a, b, c, or d - that best completes the sentences or substitutes for the 

underlined word or phrase. 

 

8. There is no truth in the ________ that Margaret has lost her job. 

a. rumour  b. case  c. instance  d. news 

9. Friendship is a two-sided ________; it lives by give-and-take. 

a. way  b. event  c. affair d. aspect 

10. Jen had confided her secret to Mark; but he betrayed her ________. 

a. loyalty  b. trust  c. constancy  d. sympathy 

11. They were extremely ________ to my plight.  

a. sympathized  b. sympathetic  c. sympathy  d. sympathetical 

12. The President expressed his deep sorrow over the bombing deaths. 

a. interest b. anxiety  c. disappointment  d. sadness 

13. Let me know if you see anyone acting ________. 

a. properly  b. constantly  c. suspiciously  d. carefully 

14. Business leaders gave an ________ welcome to the proposal. 

a. official  b. exciting  c. enthusiastic  d. warmly 

15. The school appeared essentially ________ since my day.  

a. changed  b. unchanged  c. changeable    d. unchangeable 



16. She's made friends ________ a little girl who lives next door. 

a. to  b. of  c. by  d. with 

17. The children seem to be totally capable ________ working by themselves. 

a. on  b. of  c. in d. for 

18. Your friendship should be based on ________ trust. 

a. basic                b. fragile                c. mutual d. blind 

19. The company expects ________ from its employees. 

a. constancy  b. quality  c. interest d. loyalty 

20. Unselfishness is the very essence of friendship. 

a. romantic part  b. important part  c. difficult part  d. interesting part 

Rewrite the following sentences with the given words.  

1. They finally succeed in escaping from the prison. 

  

MANAGED 

 

2. I bought a new notebook on the way to school. 

  

STOPPED 

3. She has a hard time meeting others at social events. 

 

DIFFICULT 

4. I was made to stay there for three weeks. 

  

MADE 

5. Thi5. The box is so heavy that I can’t lift it. 

 Thi 

LIFT 

 

      

PRACTICE TEST 6 

I. Choose the one word or phrase - a, b, c, or d - that best completes the sentences or substitutes for 

the underlined word or phrase. 

1. Your friendship should be based on ________ trust. 

a. basic               b. fragile                 c. mutual  d. blind 

2. Don’t be _________ by whispers, rumours or gossips. Trust your friends. 

a. concerned  b. suspicious  c. influenced   d. certain 

3. I've got lots of ________, but only a few are really good friends 

a. close friends  b. acquaintances  c. neighbors   d. partners 

4.Friendship is a two-sided ________, it lives by give-and-take. 

a. affair b. event   c. aspect   d. feature 

5.Unselfishness is the very essence of friendship.  

a. romantic part  b. important part  c. difficult part  d. interesting part 

7.There is no truth in the ________ that Margaret has lost her job. 

a. rumour   b. case   c. instance   d. news 

8. Jen had confided her secret to Mark; but he betrayed her ________. 

a. loyalty    b. trust   c. constancy     d. sympathy 

9. They were extremely ________ to my plight.  

a. sympathized   b. sympathetic  c. sympathy    d. sympathetieal 



10. Let me know if you see anyone acting ________. 

a. properly   b. constantly   c. suspiciously   d. carefully 

11. The exam is coming so the teachers make their students ________ a lot.  
 A. study                 B. to study             C. studying  D. studied 
12. He doesn’t allow us __________personal phone calls. 
 A. to make              B. make                     C. making                         D. to be made 
13. Our house needs ________. 
 A. to paint              B. to be painting      C. painted  D. painting  
14. My close friend is often concerned ________ all problems that I mention.  
 A. over                  B. with                    C. above  D. into  
15. When someone________ a poem or other piece of writing, they say it aloud after they have learned it.  
 A. recites              B. says        C. speaks  D. sings   
16. My teachers always encourage __________hard at school. 
 A. me to work B. that we work C. to work  D. me working 
17. Laura reminded her roommate _____ her alarm clock for 6:00. 
 A. to setting B. setting C. to be set  D. to set  
18. A selfish person is incapable _____ true friendship. 
 A. with  B. of C. in  D. on 
19. It is impossible ________ such a difficult thing without any help.  
 A. to do                 B. do  C. doing   D. done 

Error identification 

 20. I decided changing   jobs because my boss makes me  work overtime   

             A     B             C          D 

II. Rewrite each of the following sentences in such a way that it has the same meaning as the 

sentence preceding it.  

1. Joe’s sister didn’t let him use her car. 

    Joe was not allowed .................................................................................................................... . 

2. “Would you like something to eat?” 

    She offered to give ………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Jill offered to help us without hesitation. 

    Jill was willing ………………………………………………………………………. . 

4. My parents force me to do my homework every night. 

    My parents make ……………………………………………………………… . 

5. There’s not much you can do in the countryside. 

    There’s nothing much ……………………………………………………… . 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PRACTICE TEST 7 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE: 

Choose the word that has main stress placed differently from the others. 

21. a. generous  b. suspicious  c. constancy  d. sympathy 

22. a. sorrow  b. mutual  c. pursuit  d. influence 

23. a. acquaintance  b. unselfish  c. attraction d. humorous 

24. a. intelligent  b. interesting  c. hospitable  d. favourite 

25. a. loyalty  b. success  c. incapable  d. sincere 

Choose the one word or phrase- a, b, c, or d - that best completes the sentences or substitutes for 

the underlined word or phrase. 

26. Sarah brightened ________ considerably as she thought of Emily's words. 

a. with  b. on  c. up  d. for 

27. Does he tell you how he is getting ________ his new friends? 

a. on with  b. on of  c. away with  d. out of 

28. There is no truth in the ________ that Margaret has lost her job. 

a. rumour  b. case  c. instance  d. news 

29. Friendship is a two-side ________; it lives by give-and-take. 

a. affair  b. event  c. way  d. aspect 



30. Jen had confided her secret to Mark; but he betrayed her ________. 

a. loyalty  b. trust  c. constancy  d. sympathy 

31. They were extremely ________ to my plight.  

a. sympathized  b. sympathetic  c. sympathy  d.sympathetieal 

32. The President expressed his deep sorrow over the bombing deaths. 

a. sadness  b. anxiety  c. disappointment  d. interes 

33. Let me know if you see anyone acting ________. 

a. properly  b. constantly  c. suspiciously  d. carefully 

34. Business leaders gave an ________ welcome to the proposal. 

a. official  b. exciting  c. enthusiastic  d. warmly 

35. The school appeared essentially ________ since my day.  

a. changed  b. unchanged  c. changeable                  d.unchangeable 

Choose the best sentence -a, b, c, or d - made from the given cues. 

36. I/ had/ An/ clean/ bedroom/ before/ let/ her/ go out/ play//  

a. I had An clean up her bedroom before I let her going out to play. 

b. I had An cleaned her bedroom before letting her go out for playing. 

c. I had An clean up her bedroom before I let her go out to play. 

d. I had An to clean her bedroom before letting her go out to play. 

37. It/ wonderful/ hear/ magnificent performance// 

a. It was wonderful to hear such a magnificent performance. 

b. It was wonderful of hearing a magnificent performance. 

c. It's wonderful to hear such magnificent performance. 

d. It will be wonderful to hear a such magnificent performance. 

38. He/ not keep/ promise/ visit me/ regularly// 

a. He doesn't keep promising and visiting me regularly. 

b. He didn't keep his promise to visit me regularly. 

c. He hasn't kept to promise to visit me regularly. 

d. He doesn't keep his promise to visit to me regularly. 

39. We/ listen/ old man/ say/ his story/ beginning/ end// 

a. We listened to the old man saying his story from beginning to end. 

b. We listened the old man say his story from the beginning to the end. 

c. We listened to the old man say his story from beginning to end. 

d. We listened to the old man to say his story from beginning to end. 

40. boys/ clever/ see/ solution/ problem/ so quickly// 

a. The 'boys were clever to see the solution to the problem so quickly. 

b. Boys are clever to see the solution of problem so quickly. 

c. The boys are clever at seeing the solution to the problem so quickly. 

d. The boys were clever to see the solution of the problem so quickly. 

II. Rewrite the sentence or join the pairs of sentences beginning with the word(s) given. 

 

1. Can you sign the papers please? They are ready now. 

The papers are …………………………… 

2. Don't lend Tom any money. That would be most unwise. 

      You …………………………………………………………… 

3. Mr. Pinchley doesn’t allow his teenage children to go out in the evenings. 

      Mr. Pinchley makes …………………………………………… 

4. What I want to do is start my own business. I’m keen. 

      I am ………………………………………………………….. 

5. Harry couldn’t get his parents’ permission to buy a motorbike. 

      Harry’s parents didn’t let …………………………………….. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 



PRCTICE TEST 8 

 

I. Circle the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

1. A. guitarist       B. passenger          C. generous               D. village 

2. A. good            B. gossip                C. game                     D. geometry 

3. A. machine       B. change              C. teacher                  D. choose 

II. Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others. 

1. A. rumour             B. common           C. number              D. believe 

2. A. quality              B. easily               C. acquaintance      D.  capable 

III. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 

1. We were delighted by the wonderful _________ of the local people. 

A. sympathy B.  loyalty C. friendships   D. hospitality 

2. Friendship is a two-sided ________, it lives by give-and-take. 

A. affair B. event  C. aspect    D. feature 

3. He is not good _____ maths. He is incapable ______ calculating. 

A. at / of                 B. for / of  C. with / in    D. on / for 

4. The policeman did not permit them _____ through the military zone. He forced them _____ another 

way. 

A. go / go B. to go/ to go  C. going / to go    D. to go / going 

5.  I'd rather_________to Elvis than the Beatles. 

A. listen                  B. to listen               C. listening             D. listened 

6. He finds it ________ lasting friendships. 

A. difficult to make                B. difficulty in making  

C. is difficult to make            D. difficult making 

7. I've got lots of _______, but only a few are really good friends 

A. close friends B. acquaintances     C. neighbors     D. partners 

8. Do you keep in touch____ any school friends? 

A. to                       B. at                           C. with                   D. of 

9.  _______conversation about other people’s private lives that might be unkind, disapproving, or not true.  

A. secret                  B. sorrow                  C. quality              D. gossip 

10. Robert, I have something interesting ____ you, but you have to promise _____ it secret. 

A. to tell / keep   B. to tell / to keep     C. told / keep     D. for telling / keeping 

11. He had the barber _____ his hair short. 

A. cut                      B. being cut               C. to cut                 D. cutting 

12. His ________ for music has stayed strong, throughout his 23 years in radio.  

A. enthuse   B.  enthusiastic      C. enthusiast       D. enthusiasm 

13. Select the synonym of the following bold and underlined word in each sentence  

John left a lasting impression on me. I will never forget him. 

A. ending     B. lifelong       C. temporary         D. impermanent 

 Choose the underlined word or phrase - A, B, C or D - that needs correcting. 

14. George finds it hard for making friends with other children.  

                   A           B        C                           D  (to make) 

15. The teacher recommended us reading those books because they have some  

                                    A                    B                              C                                     

knowledge that is necessary for us to get.                          D 

                                                            

IV. Write the sentence, using the given cues. 

1. She/ noticed/ him/ run/ away/ home.  

 ________________________________. 

2. Good friendship/ base/ mutual/ respect/ trust/ understanding.  

________________________________________________ 

 Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. 

3. It is disappointing that we haven't heard from John.  

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/disapproving
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/true


 We are ___________________________________. 

4. Tom couldn’t get his parents’ permission to buy a motorbike. 

 Tom’s parents didn’t _______________________________. 

5. We can’t possibly work in this noise. 

 It is _________________________. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

PRACTICE TEST 9 

Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

1. a. machine  b. change  c. teacher  d. choose 

2. a. condition  b. option  c. suggestion  d. relation 

3. a. good    b. gossip  c. game  d. geometry 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

4. a. generous   b. suspicious   c. constancy   d. sympathy 

5. a. sorrow    b. mutual   c. pursuit   d. influence 

Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each sentence. 

6. They were extremely ________ to my plight.  

a. sympathized   b. sympathetic  c. sympathy       d. sympathetieal 

7. Their professional relationship developed into a lasting ____. 

a. friendly             b. friendliness      c. friend               d. friendship 

8. Your friendship should be based on ________ trust. 

a. basic                 b. fragile                 c. mutual  d. blind 

9. The company expects ________ from its employees. 

a. constancy   b. quality   c. interest  d. loyalty 

10. I've got lots of ________, but only a few are really good friends 

a. close friends   b. acquaintances  c. neighbors   d. partners 

11. Friendship is a two-sided ________, it lives by give-and-take. 

a. affair    b. event   c. aspect   d. feature 

12. Sarah brightened ________ considerably as she thought of Emily's words. 

a. with    b. on    c. up    d. for 

13. ‘How about going to the theater?' 'OK,' but I would rather ______ a concert.' 

a. attend    b. to attend   c. attending       d. have attended 

14. He finds it ________ lasting friendships. 

a. difficult to make     b. difficulty in making 

c. is difficult to make     d. difficult making 

15. Last night, we saw a meteor  ________ through the sky. 

a. streaked   b. to streak   c. streak   d. to have streaked 

16. The aim of the culture festival is ________ friendship between the two countries 

a. promote   b. promoting   c. to promote   d. being promoted 

17. People he ________ turned out to be only fair-weather friends. 

a. trusted    b. has trusted   c. was trusting  d. had trusted 

18. How can you let such a silly incident ________ your friendship?  

a. wreck    b. to wreck   c. wrecking   d. that wrecks 

19. It has become necessary ________ water in the metropolitan area because of the severe drought. 

a. rationing   b. ration   c. to ration   d. to have rationed 



Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

20. They are not allowed to go out in the evening by their parents. 

a. Their parents do not want them to go out in the evening. 

b. Their parents never let them to go out in the evening. 

c. Going out in the evening is permitted by their parents. 

d. Although their parents do not allow, they still go out in the evening. 

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the sentence printed 

before it.  

1. He worked out the answer. It was clever of him. 

    It was  ______________________________________________  

2. He was crossing the road. I caught sight of him. 

    I noticed ____________________________________________   

3. Jimmy got into his car and drove away. I saw this.  

    I saw _______________________________________________   

4. Mr. Pinchley doesn’t allow his teenage children to go out in the evenings. 

    Mr. Pinchley makes ___________________________________   

5. Harry couldn’t get his parents’ permission to buy a motorbike. 

    Harry’s parents didn’t let _______________________________   

 

PRACTICE TEST 10 

 

I/ Read the passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct word to each of the 

blanks. 

 My (1) _______ friend is Loan. We have been friends for a long time. She used to (2) _______ Triat 

Town when I was a child. She has got an oval face and a flat nose. Her hair is (3) _______ and long. In 

spite of being one of the best students in our school, she is very helpful and (4) _______. She is good at 

Maths, Literature, Physic and English. She always gives a helping hand whenever being asked. Her 

personalities (5) _______ everyone in my class as well as in the whole school like her. 

 1)  A. better B. good C. lovely D. best 

 2)  A. live B. to lived C. lived D. to live 

 3)  A. wavy B. wavyly C. wavous D. wave 

 4)  A. angry B. selfish C. modest D. bad 

 5)  A. had made B. made C. make D. makes 

II/ Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. 

 6) The boss made ......................... for a meeting after work. 

   A. us to stay  B. us stay  C. us staying      D. us to staying 

7) Most of the undeveloped countries need a lot of ....................... aid. 

A. together  B. unselfish        C. mutual             D. friend 

8) He is too ....................... to lend me his bicycle. 

A. selfish  B. enthusiastic   C. helpful  D. pleasant 

   9) Suddenly she recognized the ....................... of the situation that made her laugh. 

A. wonder  B. pleasure  C. understanding  D. hunour 

   10) He is a .............person  because he is always friendly with everyone. 

A. helpful   B. good-natured  C. honest       D. quick-witted 

11) If you want to get a good result in every work, you should have a............. 

A. loyalty  B. sympathy  C. constancy  D. unselfishness 

12) A ..................... friendship is a precious relation ship. 

A. mutual  B. sincere     C. generous  D. successful 

13) A good marriage is based on ................................ . 



A. trust          B. loyalty        C. secret             D. A & B 

  14) The children seem to be totally .............................. of working quietly by themselves. 

A. unable         B. impossible    C. incapable       D. not able 

15) They let their children ................................ up late at weekends. 

A. staying  B. stay             C. to stay  D. stayed 

16) The children were eager ............................ their parents. 

A. to see  B. see        C. seeing           D. saw 

17) I’d rather ........................... at home. 

A. to stay  B. staying     C. stayed        D. stay 

  18) Peter is very funny. He makes me ........................... a lot  

A. laugh  B. to laugh     C. laughing       D. laughed 

   19) They noticed him .......................... the agreement. 

A. sign   B. to sign  C. signing          D. signed 

   20) It’s important for her ............................ the office. 

A. ringing  B. ring   C. rang           D. to ring 

III/ Arrange these words or groups of words in the correct order. 

   1) tell/ have/ news/ We/ to/ not/ got/ any/ you 

 ....................................................................................................................... 

    2) to/ 8.00/ for/ It’s/ be/ before/ impossible/ me/ there 

 .......................................................................................................................    

    3) man/ through/ window/ 5/ I/ minutes/ jump/ the/ saw a/ ago 

.......................................................................................................................    

    4) me/ to/ with/ in/ They/ Florida/ invited/ stay/ them 

.......................................................................................................................    

    5) hair/ friend/ My/ has/ face/ and/ black/ an/ oval 

........................................................................................................................  

     ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

PRACTICE TEST 11 

 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other words. 

1. A. gossip B. good C. generous D. guitarist 

2. A. mutual B. interest C. uncertain D. constant 

Choose the word with the different stress pattern 

3. A. loyalty B. changeable C. quality D. unselfish 

4. A. appearance B. physical C. unpleasant D. description 

Choose the best word or phrase to complete each sentence 

5. You can’t tell what someone is like just from their ……………. 

A. character B. appearance C. personality D. looking 

6. Can I count on your ………………? 

A. loyal B. loyalist C. loyalty D. loyaties 

7. How is your son getting ……….. his new classmates? 

A. on to B. away with C. out with D. on with 

8. My mother ……… do my homework or I can’t go out. 

A. makes me  B. helps me C. gets me D. lets me 

9. The candidates are not allowed ……… their mobile phones for their examinations. 

A. take B. to take C. taking D. takes 

10. He noticed two thieves ……….. out of a shop. 

A. to come B. is coming C. are coming D. come 

11. It was her …….. that separated her from her classmates. 

A. selfish B. selfishness C. unselfish D. unselfishness 

12. We asked for direction but people were rather ……….. 



A. unhelpful B. helpless C. helpful D. helping 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D that has the CLOSEST meaning to the underlined words in each of 

the following sentences: 

13. He takes no pleasure in his work. 

A. sympathy B. enjoyment C. responsibility D. suspicion 

14. Children often feel jealous when a new baby arrives. 

A. capable B. happy C. sympathetic D. envious 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D that has the OPPOSITE meaning to the underlined words in each of 

the following sentences: 

15. It was selfish of him to leave all the work to you.  

A. selfless B. selfishness C. free D. fair 

16. It was generous of him to offer to pay for us both. 

A. mean B. free C. sympathetic D. enthusiastic 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D indicating the underlined part that needs correcting in each of the 

following sentences. 

17. They are accustomed (A) to share (B) every sorrow and mirth (C) with each other (D). 

18. I feel (A) both excited (B) and nervously (C) because I have got a date with (D) Lara tomorrow.  

Choose the correct sentence which has the same meaning as the given one. 

19. They made him work hard when he was at school. 

A. They let him work hard when he was at school.      

B. He was made work hard when he was at school. 

C. He was made to work hard when he was at school.   

D. The wanted him to work hard when he was at school 

20. We get on well with our neighbors. 

A. Our neighbours are very nice.   

B. We have a good relationship with our neighbours. 

C. We are related to our neighbours.   

D. We behave quite well. 

 

B. WRITING: Complete the sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one. 

1. Jane and I don’t share interests. 

Jane has nothing …………………………………  

2. We aren’t allowed to ride a motorbike to school. 

They don’t let ……………………………… 

3. Everyone saw these men run into the shop. 

These men were ……………………………  

4. She appreciates your giving her a lift. 

It’s very kind ……………………………  

5. He locked the door when he went out. 

We saw…………………………………..  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

UNIT 2: PERSONAL EXPERIENCES 

 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

I. A. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the rest:   

1: A. increase  B. reach  C. instead  D. please 

2: A. hungry  B. hundred  C. summer  D. gradually 

    B. Choose the word with the different stress syllable: 

3. A. attitude  B. confidence  C. family  D. exactly 

4. A. quality  B. interest  C. incapable  D. personal 

II. Choose the correct answer to each of the following questions. 



5: She  ________ goodbye to all her friends and________ . 

A.says/ leave  B. says/ left  C. said/leaves  D. said/ left 

6:________Air Asia’s service is the best way to save money. 

A. To use  B. Used  C. Using  D. Use 

7: She quickly ________ at her notes again before entering the examination room. 

A. saw   B. observed   C. glanced           D. watched 

8: To become a good gardener, it is important to practice and learn from ________.  

A. experiment  B. experience  C. memory  D. past 

9: The newly ________ couple want to spend their honey moon in Hawaii. 

A. marrying  B. married  C. marriage  D. marry  

10: You can believe him. I do not think he is capable ________ telling lies  .  

A.to             B. at                         C. in                         D. of  

11: When you can ________with somebody, you have partly gained his or her trust.  

A. sympathize             B. sympathy              C. sympathetic D. sympathizer  

12: This is the only guest ________ to the party last night. 

A. came             B. to come              C. come             D. coming 

Indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following questions. 
Question 13: (A)How many people (B) do you plan (C)inviting (D) to the party? 

Question 14: My low test scores (A) kept me (B) from (C)admitting (D)to the university 

Indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each of the following questions. 

Question 15: We have been cooking for the party for four hours.. 

A. We started cooking for the party four hours ago.  

B. Cooking for the party will be done in four hours. 

C. We didn’t start cooking for the party until four.         

D. We have four cooks for the party. 

Question 16: My mother allowed me to go out with my friends. 

A. I wanted to go out with my friends but my mother didn’t know.  

B. I was allowed to go out with my friends by my mother. 

C. I was allowed to go out with my friends without my mother’s permission. 

D. I was allowed to go out with my friends but I didn’t go. 

Indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following exchanges. 

Question 17– “Would you mind my smoking here?” – “________.”  

A. Yes, please  B. Never mind  C. No. I don’t                 D. Yes, let’s 

Question 18:- “Thank you for your invaluable assistance.”  - “_______ .” 

A. It’s my pleasure B. Nice meeting you C. It’s quite OK D. No mentioning it 

Indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following 

questions. 

Question 19: I don't like that man. There is a sneaky look on his face. 

A. furious   B. humorous   C. dishonest    D. guilty 

Indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following 

questions. 

Question 20: My most embarrassing experience happened a few years ago, when I was a grade 9 student.  

A. unimportant B. confident            C. uninteresting  D. serious 

 

B. WRITING 

I. Rewrite the sentences without changing their meanings:   

1. It's a long time since I last saw a movie. 

I haven’t ………………………………………………………………………………………………. . 

2. After four years abroad, he returned home as an excellent engineer. 

After he had……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. Alan played football. He hurt his leg. 

While Alan…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

II. Write complete sentences from the cues: 



1. play/ last night/ be/ truly memorable performance. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. How fast/ you/ drive/ when / accident/ happen? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

PRACTICE TEST 2 

I. WRITING: (2ms) 

1. Use the words given to make a complete sentence. 

He/ stop/ drive/ work/ and/ go/ bicycle.  

…………………………………………………………………..  

2. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one, beginning as shown.  

In the middle of our dinner there was a knock at the door.  

When …………………………………………………………  

3. Write the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one. Use the word given in the 

brackets.  

I started working in this hotel six months ago. (worked)  

…………………………………………………………………  

4. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one, beginning as shown. 

Mac Kenzie wrote four best-sellers before he was twenty.  

By the age ……………………………………………………  

II. MULTIPLE CHOICE: (8ms) 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1: a. image   b. glance   c. geography  d. religion 

Question 2: a. looked  b. noticed   c. turned  d. helped 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the other 

three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3: a. excited  b. interested   c. confident   d. memorable 

Question 4: a. complain   b. destroy    c. terrify   d. 

imagine 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Question 5: How fast________ when the accident happened? 

a. are you driving   b. were you driving  c. did you drive     d. had you driven 

Question 6: He always complained ________ his mother about his work. 

a. with    b. to    c. at     d. for 

Question 7: There is a growing tendency among singers to _____ some famous singers. 

a. imitate  b. follow    c. reflect    d. pursue 

Question 8: I believe that everyone has had ________ experiences in their life. 

a. memorable  b. observable    c. acceptable   d. reflexible 

Question 9: An only child often creates an ________ friend to play with. 

a. imagery  b. imaginable    c. imaginary    d. imaginative  

Question 10: She glanced briefly ________ his lapel badge. 

a. in     b. on     c. at    d. up 

Question 11: I'm sorry you've missed the train, it ________ five minutes ago. 

a. had left   b. left    c. has left     d. has been left 

Question 12: ________ this holiday for ages.  



a. We're looking forward to    b. We looked forward to 

c. We look forward to     d. We've looked forward to 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 13: I find that necessary to do something about traffic problems in our city. 

Question 14: There are few areas of human experience that have not written about. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges. 

Question 15– “Would you like a cup of coffee?” – “________.”  

A. Yes, please  B. Never mind  C. Nothing at all  D. Yes, let’s 

Question 16:- “Good luck in your exam!”  - “_______ .” 

A. Like you  B. Same to you  C. Same of you  D. You do 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 17:I don't like that man. There is a sneaky look on his face. 

a. furious    b. humorous   c. dishonest  d. guilty 

Question 18: I had a glance at the article, but I haven't read it yet. 

a. close look        b. quick look  c. direct look   d. furtive look 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to 

the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 19: My most embarrassing experience happened a few years ago, when I was a grade 9 

student.  

 A. unimportant B. confident C. uninteresting  D. serious 

Question 20: Loyalty is one of the important qualities close friends must have. 

    A. Badness B. Keenness  C. Madness  D. Faithlessness 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PRACTICE TEST 3 

Choose the correct answer. 

1. After Jessica ____ her degree, she intends to work in her father's company. 

a. will finish   b. finishes   c. finished   d. is finishing 

2. As you ________ your car at the moment, can I borrow it? 

a. don't use   b. didn't use   c. aren't using  d. haven't used 

3. When she saw a snake at her feet, she ________. 

a. screamed   b. was screaming c. had screamed  d. screams 

4. When he realised that I ________ at him, he ________ away. 

a. looked - was turning     b. was looking - turned 

c. was looking - was turning    d. looked - turned 

5. I ___ the new Harry Potter book now, so you can borrow my copy if you like. 

a. finish    b. am finishing  c. have finished  d. had finished 

6. I was sure that I ________ him before. 

a. met    b. had met   c. have met   d. was meeting 

7. Before I started the car, all of the passengers ________ their seat belts. 

a. will buckle   b. had buckled  c. was buckling  d. have buckled 

8. The minute I got the news about Sue I ________ my parents. 

a. phoned    b. was phoning  c. had phoned   d. have phoned 

9. A lot ________ since I last ________ you. 

a. happened - saw      b. happened - have seen 

c. has happened - saw     d. has happened - have seen 

10. Your eyes are red - ________? 

a. did you cry      b. have you been crying 

c. have you cried       d. do you cry 

11. A small stone struck the windshield while we _______ down the gravel road. 

a. drive    b. were driving  c. had driven  d. had been driving 



12. In the next few year, thousands of speed cameras ________ on major roads. 

a. are appeared       b. will appear 

c. are appearing      d. are going to appear 

13. After she ________ hospital, she had a long holiday. 

a. leaves    b. is leaving  c. left   d. has left 

14. ________ for a long time before you got a job? 

a. Were you looking     b. Have you looked 

c. Have you been looking    d. Had you looked 

15. The film _______ by the time we ________ to the cinema. 

a. already began - got     b. have already begun - got 

c. had already begun - got    d. already began - had got 

Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently to the others.  

16. a. grade    b. great c. sneaky  d. embrace 

17. a. money    b. notice  c. glance  d. ankle 

Choose the word that has main stress placed differently from the others. 

18. a. appreciate   b. experience   c. embarrassing  d. situation 

19. a. excited    b. interested   c. confident   d. memorable 

Choose the underlined word or phrase- A, 8, C, or D- that needs correcting. 

20. I find that necessary to do something about traffic problems in our city. 

             A (find it)         B                          

Write a second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. Use the word or words in 

brackets. 

1. I started working in this hotel six months ago. (worked) 

…………………………………………………… 

2. Sue has been in Italy for the last three weeks. (went) 

………………………………………………….. 

3. I met her during my stay in Paris last summer. (while) 

…………………………………………………. 

4. We haven't gone to the cinema for over a year. (It's) 

………………………………………………… 

5. Sam played tennis yesterday and it was his first game. (never) 

………………………………………………………… 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

PRACTICE TEST 4 

I. Choose the best answer (A, B, C or D) that best completes each sentence. 

1. After he _______ his English course, he went to London to continue his study. 

 A. will finish B. had finished C. has finished D. finished 

2. Pasteur ________ in the 19th century. 

 A. was living B. lived C. had lived D. has lived 

3. They ________ a lot of preparations before the match started. 

 A. had made B. has made C. were making D. made 

4. When boarding the plane, many passengers were annoyed because they ________ waiting in the airport 

for three hours. 

 A. are B. were C. have been D. had been 

5. Did you see Mary at the wedding? She ________ a very attractive dress. 

 A. wore B. is wearing C. was wearing D. had won 

6. He wasn’t thirsty because he ________ some water. 

 A. just drunk B. had just drunk C. has just drunk D. was drinking 

7. He was exhausted after he________ for ten hours yesterday. 

 A. worked  B. had worked C. has worked D. was working 



8. The accident ________ when we were on the way to Vung Tau. 

 A. occurs B. was occurring C. occurred D. had occurred 

9. ________ to rain before you woke up this  morning? 

    A. Did it begin B. Has it begun C. Had it begun D. Was it 

beginning 

10. When Carol _______ last night, I ______ my favorite show on television. 

 A. was calling / watched   C. called / have watched 

 C. called / was watching               D. had called / watched 

11. My daughter saw an elephant this morning, but she ________ one before. 

 A. had never seen B. has never seen C. never sees D. never had seen 

  12. Tom ________ his hand when he was cooking the dinner. 

 A. burnt B. was burning C. has burnt           D. had burnt 

13. Ian ________ in Scotland for 10 years. Now he lives in London. 

 A. lived               B. has lived                      C. was living              D. is living 

14. While I ________ TV last night, a mouse ran across the floor. 

 A. watch             B. watched                      C. was watching  D. am watching 

15. We had a great time in the island. Every day we ______ the island and in the evening we slept in tents. 

 A. were exploring            B. explore                     C. had explored                 D. explored 

16. The Titanic _______ the Atlantic when it _______ an iceberg. 

 A. was crossing / struck   B. had crossed / was striking 

 C. crossed / had struck   D. is crossing / strikes 

17. In the 19th century, it _______ two or three months to cross North America by covered wagon. 

 A. took   B. had taken                     C. had taken D. was taking 

18. While I ___________ along the road, I saw a friend of mine. 

  A. had cycled                 B. have cycled  C. cycled                         D. was cycling 

19. They ______ enthusiastically when their teacher ______ in. 

 A. discuss / comes   B. discussed / comes 

 C. will discuss / will come D. were discussing / came 

20. I _____ you last night after dinner, but you were not there. Where _____ you? 

 A. was calling / are  B. called / were  C. had called / were        D. called / are 

II. Complete the second sentence as similar in meaning as the first one, beginning with the words 

given.  
1. I haven’t had a Chinese meal for ages. 

    It’s _____________________________________________ 

2. He had locked the door before I came here. 

    When ____________________________________________  

3. The workers finished their work, and then they went out for dinner. 

    Before the workers ____________________________________________ 

4. First Mary watched TV, and then she went to bed.  

    After ____________________________________________ 

5. During lunch, someone rang the bell. 

    While I ____________________________________________ 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 5 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest.  

1. A. bank    B. against    C. seventh    D. avenue 

2. A. nervous   B. source    C. pour    D. resource 



Choose a word in each line that has a different stress pattern.  

3. A. affect   B. embrace    C. protect    D. happen  

4. A. attitude   B. confidence   C. experience   D. memorable 

Choose the best answer for each of the following sentences. 

5. By the time we arrived, the film ______.  

A. started   B. was starting   C. has started   D. had started  

6. The play last night was a truly ______ performance.  

A. memory   B. memorize   C. memorable   D. memorial 

7. The more they tried to get her to talk about her experiences, the further she retreated back into her ______. 

A. shell                       B. place             C. shelter                D. hole 

8. His parents were extremely ashamed ______ his behavior last night.  

A. of    B. on     C. at    D. upon 

9.  Before he turned 14, Mozart____________a few pieces for the piano.  

A. has composed    B. had composed  

C. was composed    D. would compose 

10.  There is a growing tendency among singers to _____ some famous singers. 

A. imitate   B. follow    C. reflect    D. pursue 

11.  She showed her ________ by asking lots of trivial questions. 

A. experience   B. experienced   C. inexperienced   D. inexperience 

12.  People here have a more relaxed attitude ________ their work. 

A. to    B. in     C. on    D. for 

13.  He was busy________ his homework.  

A. to do       B. doing     

C. for doing      D. that he was doing 

14.  The man looked ___________, and we thought he might be a pick-pocket 

A. floppy  B. enthusiastic   C. stout    D. sneaky 

15.  She made a big ________ about not having a window seat on the plane. 

A. complaint   B. fuss    C. excitement   D. interest 

16.  The children were ______ about opening their presents. 

A. interested  B. fond   C. keen   D. excited 

17.  She glanced briefly ________ his lapel badge. 

A. in    B. on     C. at     D. up 

18.  ________ hard all year, so I felt that I deserved a holiday. 

A. I work   B. I worked    C. I'd been working  D. I've worked 

19.  How fast________ when the accident happened? 

A. are you driving  B. were you driving  C. did you drive  D. had you driven 

20.  Andrew ______ the test before so he _____ it very easy. 

A. did/ had found     B. had done/ found 

C. was doing/ found     D. did/ was founding 



B. WRITING 

Write the correct form of the words in brackets. 

21.  He has a very outgoing ________ and makes friends very easily. (PERSON)  

22.  My most ______ moment was trying to introduce a woman whose name I couldn’t remember. 

(EMBARRASS)  

Write a second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. Use the word or words in 

brackets.  

23.  I met her during my stay in Paris last summer. (while)  

  

24.  I started working in this hotel six months ago. (worked)  

  

25.  How long is it since they went to Nairobi? (When)   



PRACTICE TEST 6 

I. Choose the one word or phrase -a, b, c, or d -that best completes the sentences, or substitutes for 

the underlined word orphrase. 

1. I believe that everyone has had ________ experiences in their life. 

a. memorable   b. observable   c. acceptable  d. reflexible 

2. He rose from his chair and ________ her warmly. 

a. protected   b. replaced   c. embraced    d. appreciated 

3.The novel is based on his ________ in the war. 

   a. attitudes   b. images   c. situations    d. experiences 

4. She made a big ________ about not having a window seat on the plane. 

a. sadness   b. fuss   c. excitement   d. interest 

5. He has a very outgoing ________ and makes friends very easily. 

a. person   b. personal   c. personality   d. personage 

6.Teenagers often have their ________ who they admire very much. 

a. ideals   b. admirers   c. images.    d. idols 

7.The girl was so ________ that she didn't look at him in the face.  

a. shy    b. confident   c. impatient    d. understanding 

8.I felt my face burning with ________. 

a. confidence  b. enthusiasm  c. pleasure    d. embarrassment 

9. I'm sorry you've missed the train, it ________ five minutes ago. 

A. leaves   B. left    C. has left     D. has been left 

10. Before he turned 14, Mozart ________ a few lesser piece for the piano. 

A. has composed     B. had composed  C. was composed   D. would composed  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete the following exchange. 

11. - Mike: "I'm taking my end of term examination tomorrow." - Windy: " ________" 

A. Good time.             B. Good day         C. Good chance           D. Good luck 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete the following exchange. 
 12. A : - "Let's go out for dinner."     -  "________" 

A. Thank you            B. Good idea         C. I agree          D. My pleasure 

 Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word. 

13. I don't like that man. There is a sneaky look on his face. 

A. furious    B. humorous   C. dishonest    D. guilty 

14. I had a glance at the article, but I haven't read it yet. 

A. close look        B. quick look   C. direct look    D. furtive look 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word. 

15. He made a terrible noise with it, but his mother did not mind.   

A. nice   B. pleasant  C. dreadful     D. horrifying  

16. My most embarrassing experience happened a few years ago, when I was a grade 9 student.  

A. unimportant B.confident C.uninteresting D.serious 

17. Our teacher (visit) _____________________ London by 1970. 

A. visited  B. had visited  C. has visited  D. was visiting 

18. After they had gone, I (sit) ______________________ down and (rest) ______________________. 

A. sat/ rested   B. sat/ had rested C. was sitting/ rested  D. sit/ rest 

19. Before she (watch) ___________________ TV, she (do) ______________________ her homework. 



A. watched/ had done B. had watched/ did C. had watched/ had done D. watched/ did 

20. Before he won the lottery, he (not, enter) ______________________ any kind of contest. 

A. doesn’t enter  B. hadn’t entered C. hasn’t entered  D. wasn’t entering 

II. Rewrite the sentences with the given words 

1. I told him off. Then I realized I was wrong. 

 After I ____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. I worked very hard for the exam. Then I passed it. 

 By the time I _______________________________________________________________________ 

3. First I considered what to study. Then I decided to major in Math. 

 After I ____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. He bought a radio. First he checked the price.  

 Before he 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

5. She went out for a walk. Then she had a fatal accident. 

 Before she 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

PRACTICE TEST 7 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

Choose the word that has main stress placed differently from the others. 

1. a. appreciate  b. experience  c. embarrassing  d. situation 

2. a. excited  b. interested c. confident  d. memorable 

3. a. floppy  b. embrace  c. cotton  d. idol 

4. a. complain  b. destroy  c. terrify  d. imagine 

5. a. carefully  b. correctly  c. seriously  d. personally 

Choose the one word or phrase- a, b, c, or d - that best completes the sentences or substitutes for the 

underlined word or phrase. 

6. What made you more interested ________ learning English? 

a. on  b. in  c. with  d. to 

7. He always complained ________ his mother about his work. 

a. with  b. to  c. at  d. for 

8. A few people enjoyed the exhibition, but the majority were ________. 

a. restrained  b. admirable  c. impartial  d. disappointed 

9. The girl was so ________ that she didn't look at him in the face.  

a. shy  b. confident  c. impatient  d. sneaky 

10. There is a growing tendency among singers to _____ some famous singers. 

a. imitate  b. follow  c. reflect  d. pursue 

11. An only child often creates an ________ friend to play with. 

a. imagery b. imaginable  c. imaginary  d. imaginative 

12. I felt my face burning with ________. 

a. confidence  b. enthusiasm  c. pleasure  d. embarrassment 

13. I believe that everyone has had ________ experiences in their life. 

a. memorable   b. observable  c. acceptable d. reflexible 

14. He rose from his chair and ________ her warmly. 

a. protected  b. replaced  c. embraced  d. appreciated 

15. She showed her ________ by asking lots of trivial questions. 

a. experience  b. experienced  c. inexperienced  d. inexperience 

Choose the underlined word or phrase -A, B, C, or D- that needs correcting. 

16. Computers (A) have made access (B) to information (C) instantly available just (D) by push a few buttons. 

17. We (A) have heard  (B) so many news about (C) recent (D) developments in computer technology.  

18. (A) Fifteen hundred dollars a year (B) were the (C) per capita income in the United States (D) in 1950.                       



19. (A) In science, the results of an experiment (B) are not generally accepted until they (C) 

            had been (D) duplicated in other laboratories.  

20. (A) It is (B) extremely important(C) for an engineer(D) know how to use a computer 

II. Write a second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. Use the word or words in 

brackets. 

1. I started working in this hotel six months ago. (worked) 

………………………………………………………………… 

2. Sue has been in Italy for the last three weeks. (went) 

……………………………………………………………………… 

3. I met her during my stay in Paris last summer. (while) 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

4. We haven't gone to the cinema for over  a year. (It's) 

………………………………………………………………….. 

5. Sam played tennis yesterday and it was his first game. (never) 

…………………………………………………………………… 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PRACTICE TEST 8 

 

I. Circle the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

1. A. change            B. hungry               C. stronger             D. single 

2. A. money             B. seven                 C. wrong                D. nose 

3. A. grade               B. sneaky                C. great                  D. embrace 

II. Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others. 

1. A. cotton               B. happen             C. extreme              D. quickly 

2. A. appreciate         B. experience       C. embarrassing      D. situation 

III. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 

1. The novel is based on his ________ in the war. 

A. attitudes            B. images                 C. situations              D. experiences 

2. You need to be more _____ if you want to become a novelist.  

A. imagine       B. imagination    C. imaginatively       D. imaginative 

3. She got_____ the bus and sit_______ next _____an old man. 

A. at/ down / to  B.  on/ down / to    C. on/ up / to   D. down/ to / on 

4.  - "______" - “Last week.”  

A.  When do you meet him?     B. When did you meet him?      

C.  When have you met him?     D. When will you meet him? 

5.  He pulled a _________ of 10 pounds notes out of his pocket. 

A. sum                 B. amount        C. piece                  D. wad 

6. Right now, Kent ______ the newspaper and Kate _____ dinner. Last night at this time, they ________ 

the same thing. 

A. reads / makes / had done    B. has read / has made /are doing   

C. will read / will make / did                   D.  is reading / is making / were doing  

7. What ____you __________ at 10 o’clock last night? 

A. were-doing  B. was-doing     C. are-doing    D. will-do 

8. What is your______ biggest dream in _____ life? 

A. the / a  B.  a / the     C. Ø / Ø    D. the/ the 

9.  ________ for a long time before you got a job? 

A. Were you looking                                B. Have you looked 

C. Have you been looking                        D. Had you looked 

10 When the postman________, I_________________  breakfast. 

A. came / had                                             B. was coming / had      

C. was coming / was having                    D. came / was having  

11. I started school when I was at the ____ of six. 



A. old    B. ageing        C. age    D. elderly 

 

12. The film _______ by the time we ________ to the cinema. 

A. already began/ got                              B. have already begun/ got 

C. had already begun/  got                      D. already began/ had got 

13. Select the antonym of the following bold and underlined word in each sentence  

I don't like that man. There is a sneaky look on his face. 

A. honest             B. furious        C.  guilty                    D. mean 

 Choose the underlined word or phrase - A, B, C or D - that needs correcting. 

14. Fortunately, the hospital's new air-conditioning system had been installing  

              A                                                                                           B         

when the first heat wave of the summer arrived.                     

    C                                                             D   

15. I find that necessary to do something about  traffic problems in our city. 

             A                          B                         C                                     D     

                                                            

IV. Write the sentence, using the given cues. 

1.She/ made/ big/ fuss/ about/ not/ have/ window seat/ plane.  

 _______________________________________________. 

2. By the time/ Sally/ get back/ Lisa/ go/ home.  

________________________________________________ 

3. My friends/ were/ drive/ work/ when/ they/ heard/ news/ radio. 

________________________________________________ 

 Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. 

4. We had lunch then we took a look around the shops. 

 Before _______________________________. 

5. After she had explained everything clearly, we started our work. 

 By the time _________________________. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

PRACTICE TEST 9 

Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

21. a. money    b. notice  c. glance  d. ankle 

22. a. imagine    b. glance  c. geography  d. religion 

23. a. change    b. English  c. single  d. anger 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

24. a. excited    b. interested   c. confident   d. memorable 

25. a. floppy    b. embrace   c. cotton   d. idol 

Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each sentence. 

26. He has a very outgoing ________ and makes friends very easily. 

a. person    b. personal   c. personality   d. personage 

27. She made a big ________ about not having a window seat on the plane. 

a. complaint   b. fuss    c. excitement   d. interest 

28. I felt my face burning with ________. 

a. confidence   b. enthusiasm   c. pleasure   d. embarrassment 

29. I believe that everyone has had ________ experiences in their life. 

a. memorable    b. observable   c. acceptable  d. reflexible 



30. He rose from his chair and ________ her warmly. 

a. protected   b. replaced   c. embraced   d. appreciated 

31. He ________ to the spot where the house used to stand.  

a. pointed    b. showed   c. directed   d. glanced 

32. Teenagers often have their ________ who they admire very much. 

a. ideals    b. admirers   c. images.   d. idols 

33. She glanced briefly ________ his lapel badge. 

a. in     b. on    c. at    d. up 

34. After Jessica ____ her degree, she intends to work in her father's company. 

a. will finish   b. finishes   c. finished   d. is finishing 

35. As you ________ your car at the moment, can I borrow it? 

a. don't use   b. didn't use   c. aren't using  d. haven't used 

36. When she saw a snake at her feet, she ________. 

a. screamed   b. was screaming c. had screamed  d. screams 

37. I ___ the new Harry Potter book now, so you can borrow my copy if you like. 

a. finish    b. am finishing  c. have finished  d. had finished 

38. I was sure that I ________ him before. 

a. met    b. had met   c. have met   d. was meeting 

39. Before I started the car, all of the passengers ________ their seat belts. 

a. will buckle   b. had buckled  c. was buckling  d. have buckled 

Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

20. She has cooked for dinner for two hours.  

a. She didn't start cooking for dinner until it was two. b. She started cooking for dinner two hours ago. 

c. She has two hours to cook for dinner.    d. Cooking for dinner took her two hours. 

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the sentence printed 

before it.  

6. I started working in this hotel six months ago. (worked) 

 _________________________________________________________________ 

7. Sue has been in Italy for the last three weeks. (went) 

 _________________________________________________________________ 

8. I met her during my stay in Paris last summer. (while) 

 _________________________________________________________________ 

9. We haven't gone to the cinema for over a year. (It's) 

 _________________________________________________________________ 

10. Sam played tennis yesterday and it was his first game. (never) 

       _________________________________________________________________ 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

PRACTICE TEST 10 

 

I/ Read the passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct word to each of the 

blanks. 



MARIA’S HOMECOMING 

      When the bus ... (1) ... in a small square, Maria was reading her magazine and didn’t realize that she 

had arrived at her destination. “This is Santa Teresa,” Martin said. “You’ve arrived home!” I suppose your 

cousin will be ... (2) ... for us. Come on. I’ll carry the bags.” Maria thought, “All those years when I ... (3) 

... in New York, I used to dream if this moment. And now it’s real, I can’t believe it! Here I am, I’m really 

standing in the square.” Santa Teresa was Maria’s birthplace, but she often left the town at the age of six. 

She had some ... (4) ... of the town, and some photos, but did she belong here still? She didn’t know. 

Nobody was waiting in the square. Perhaps her cousin Pablo hadn’t received Maria’s letter. “What are we 

going to do now?” asked Martin. “There isn’t ... (5) ... a hotel here!”     

1) A. reached  B. got   C. stopped  D. came 

2) A. expecting B. waiting  C. welcoming ` D. receiving 

3) A. was living B. have lived  C. live   D. am living 

4) A. recall  B. memories  C. thinking  D. remembering 

5) A. even  B. hardly  C. too   D. very 

II/  Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. 

6) When he ....................... at the station, his train already..................... 

A. arrived/ left           B. arrived/ had left         

C. had arrived/ left   D. had arrived/ left 

7) A person or thing that is loved and admired very much is the .............. 

A. ideal  B. idea         C. idol            D. fan 

8) A short part of a film or movie that is shown separately is called a ...... 

A. picture  B. clip          C. news  D. cartoon 

9) She ..................... shyly at him and then lowered her eyes. 

A. looked  B. stared  C. glanced  D. sighted 

10) This ........................ girl was disliked by the rest of the class. 

A. helpful   B. sneaky  C. unselfish        D. generous 

11) He pulled a(n) ......................... of 10 pounds notes out of his pocket. 

A. sum   B. amount  C. piece  D. wad 

12) I’ve never fallen in such a(n) ............................ situation before. 

A. embarrassed B. embarrassing C. confused  D. confusing 

13) The children were ......................... about opening their presents. 

A. interested  B. fond   C. keen   D. excited 

14) I know from ............................ that he’ll arrive late. 

A. knowledge  B. experience  C. understanding  D. reality 

15) Andrew .................... the test before so he...................... it very easy. 

A. did/ had found    B. had done/ found 

C. was doing/ found               D. did/ was founding 

16) You ...................... your new hat when I ...................... you yesterday. 

A. were wearing/ had met   B. wore/ had met 

C. wore/ was meeting    D. were wearing/ met 

    17) As I .................... the glass, it suddenly ...................... into two pieces. 

A. cut/ broke     B. was cutting/ broke 

C. cut/ was breaking            D. was cutting/ had broken 

    18) A burglar .................. into the house while we ................... television. 

A. broke/ were watching   B. broke/ watched 

C. had broken/ watched         D. broke/ had watched 

     19) When I ...............................  home, I ........................... a phone call. 

A. got/ received    B. was getting/ was receiving 

C. was getting / had received           D. had got/ had received 

 20) They ................. small cups of coffee after they ..................... dinner. 



A. had drunk/ finished  B. drank/ finished 

C. were drinking/ finished         D. drank/ had finished 

III/ Arrange these words or groups of words in the correct order. 

1) to/ play/ five/ He/ piano/ started/ the/ years/ ago 

....................................................................................................................... 

  2) he/ was/ not/ hungry/ all/ had/ day/ Tim/ because/ eaten 

.......................................................................................................................    

  3) letter/ the/ ,/ opening/ the/ was/ telephone/ I/ rang/ While  

.......................................................................................................................    

  4) the/ during/ quite/ Britain/ much/ winter/ It/ snows/ in  

.......................................................................................................................    

   5) seen/ were/ the/ ever/ They/ poorest/ people/ I/ had/ 

........................................................................................................................ 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 11 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other words. 

1.  A. image   B. glance  C. geography  D. religion 

2. A. money   B. notice  C. glance  D. ankle 

Choose the word with the different stress pattern 

3. A. excited  B. interest  C. confident   C. memory 

4. A. appreciate      B. experience  C. embarrassing      D. situation 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D that has the CLOSEST meaning to the underlined word in the 

sentence. 

5. I don't like that man. There is a sneaky look on his face. 

A. furious   B. humorous   C. dishonest  D. guilty 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D that has the OPPOSITE meaning to the underlined word in the 

sentence. 

6. My most embarrassing experience happened a few years ago, when I was a grade 9 student.  

 A. unimportant B. confident C. uninteresting D. serious 

Choose the best word or phrase to complete each sentence 

7. Do you have to be so ………..all the time? Don’t you find anything funny? 

 A. afraid  B. serious  C. sneaky  D. embarrassed 

8. I used to be very shy but now I feel more ………… . 

 A. confident  B. confidence C. confidently D. confiding 

9. Don’t ………….. a fuss! Everything will be all right. 

 A. do    B. cause  C. have  D. make 

10. Does your face get red when you feel ……………? 

 A. embarrassing B. embarrass  C. embarrassment D. embarrassed 

11. Last night Tina…………in bed when suddenly she heard a scream. 

 A. read  B. was reading C. had read  D. had read 

12. By the age of 25, he ………….two famous novels. 

 A. wrote  B. writes  C. has written D. had written 

13. “How did those people get injured?”  - “They…………on the bus when it hit the bridge.” 

 A. would travel B. were travelling C. have traveled D. traveled 

14. The meal …………..when I came. 

 A. was cooked B. is being cooked C. is cooked  D. was being cooked 

15. Tom and Peter ………..each other many years ago. 

 A. meet  B. have met  C. met   D. was meeting 



16. When Don…………..cleaning the house, he went out to do some shopping. 

 A. has finished B. had finished C. finishes  D. was finishing 

Choose the underlined word or phrase in each sentence that needs correcting. 

17. (A) Although his leg was (B) broken, he (C) manages to get out of the train (D) himself.  

18.  Before the fire she (A) have always complained that she (B) did not have as (C) many clothes as (D) 

her friends.   

Choose the best sentence that has the same meaning as the given one. 

19. I couldn’t help laughing when he told me that story. 

A. I couldn't resist laughing when he told me that story. B. I couldn't help him tell that story. 

C. I did not laugh when hearing that story.   D. The story he told me not help at all. 

20. He now goes to work on his bicycle instead of by car. 

A. He still goes to work by car but more often on his bicycle.  

B. He has stopped driving to work and goes by bicycle. 

C. He has never gone to work in his car but always on his bicycle. 

D. Since he bought the car, he has never used the bicycle to go to work. 

B. WRITING:  

Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one, beginning as shown.  

1. In the middle of our dinner there was a knock at the door. 

    When …………………………………………………………………… 

     

2. We went to Chicago for the first time. 

    We had ………………………………………………………………before. 

     

3. The police arrived too late, so the robber escaped. 

    By the time …………………………………………………………………. 

     

4. The phone call interrupted my breakfast. 

    I was ………………………………………………………………………… 

     

5. Sheila went out for a walk, but first she washed her hair. 

    Before Sheila …………………………………………………………….. 

     

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

UNIT 3: A PARTY 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

I. A. Indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation in each 

of the questions. 

1. A. adventure               B. tear    C. partyr                D. tomorrow  

2. A. enforce   B. require   C. contest    D. recite   

   B. Indicate the word that differs from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of 

the questions.  

3. A. suffer   B. pursue   C. believe    D. involve  

4. A. understand  B. embarrass   C. imagine    D. consider   

II. Indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions 

5. The wedding refers to the group of people who participate in the ________ with the bride and groom. 

A. anniversary    B. gathering  C. ceremony   D. celebration  

6. On his birthday, his friends gave him a cake with sixteen______________on it 

A. lamps   B. candles                             C. matches                      D. lights 

7.They're having a party in _______ of his 84th  birthday. 

  A. ceremony    B. honor    C.memory  D.celebration 

8.They held a concert to mark the _______  of Mozart's death.  



  A. occasion    B. anniversary   C.situation   D.remembrance 

9.He tried his best to make his birthday party more _______  . 

  A. enjoyed    B. enjoying    C.enjoyment   D.enjoyable 

10.When they finished singing, Lisa _______ the candles on the cake. 

  A. turned off    B. blew out   C.cleared up   D.brought out 

11.Jack's mother __ a birthday cake with seventeen lighted candles on it. 

A. brought out   B. showed on    C.turned up   D.took over 

12.These anniversaries mark the __________ of a happy and lasting relationship between married 

couples. 

A. signs    B. achievements  C. milestones  D.progresses 

13. You don’t have to take the table away because the room is large enough for all the__________ 

A. visitors   B. guests                             C. party                      D. couples 

14. The anniversary of the founding of the charity falls _______  12th November. 

  A. in   B. on  C.at   D.to 

15.Areyousure you told me about the party? I don't recall _______ about it. 

  A. having told      B. to have told      C. having been told            D.to have been told 

16. Please forgive me. I didn’t mean________________you 

A. upset                     B. being upset                  C. to upset                     D. to be upset 

17. Ann hopes ____________to join the club. She could make business contact there 

A. inviting  B. being invited      C. to invite  D. to be invited 

18. The nurse suggested______________two aspirins 

A. to be taken  B. being taken      C. to take  D. taking 

19. The police warned everybody ______ inside with their windows closed. 

A. to stay B. to be stayed    C. staying   D. being stayed 

20. After their children had grown up, they decided _______ to a condominium in the city. 

A. to move B. to be moved    C. moving   D. being moved 

B. WRITING 

I. Write complete sentences from the cues 

1.  His teacher/ encourage// take part/  international piano competition. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

  

2. Traditionally, Auld Lang Syne/ sing/ midnight/ New Year Eve. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

. 

II. Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first 

1.He couldn't play well in the last match because of his injured knee. 

His injured knee made………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. He wished he had invited her to his birthday party. 

He regretted………………………………………………………………………………. 

3.I prefer having dinner at home to going out for dinner. 

I'd rather ………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE (8 marks) 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in 

pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1. a. weather   B. cream  C. friend  D. wedding 

2. a. birthday   B. although  C. together  D. clothing 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the position of 

primary stress in each of the following questions. 
3. A. representative  B. hospitable   C. enthusiastic   D. anniversary  



4. A. personal   B. attitude   C. extremely   D. imitate  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 

exchanges. 

5.“I’m sorry I couldn’t come to your party last night.” “ _____.” 

A. That’s all right  B. Excuse me  C. You’re welcome D. Don’t mention it 

6.Nga: “Thanks a lot for your nice present!”  Mai: “……………” 

A. Yes, it’s very nice.   B. Yes, it’s very expensive. 

C. You’re welcome.    D. I’m glad you like it. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in 

each of the following questions. 

7. Children often receive presents from their parents at Christmas.   

A. candles   B. candy    C. cards  D. gifts 

8. These anniversaries mark the milestones of a happy and lasting relationship between married couples. 

A. signs    B. achievements C. landmarks  D. progresses 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) 

in each of the following questions. 

9. It was very generous of your parents to lend us all that money. 

A. kind    B. nice   C. big-hearted  D. selfish 

10. She had a cozy little apartment in Boston.  

A. uncomfortable  B.  warm  C.  lazy   D. dirty 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 
11. A lots of foods and drinks will be served _______ the party. 

A. in    B. at   C. for    D. with 

12. They're having a party in _______ of his 84th  birthday. 

A. ceremony   B. honor   C. memory   D. celebration 

13. They held a concert to mark the _______  of Mozart's death.  

A. occasion   B. anniversary  C. situation   D. remembrance 

14. He tried his best to make his birthday party more _______  . 

A. enjoyed   B. enjoying   C. enjoyment   D. enjoyable 

15. My parents wouldn't _______ to the party. 

A. allow me go   B. allow me to go C. allow me going  D. allow to go 

16. We hope that the students themselves will enjoy ______ part in the projects. 

A. to take   B. taking  C. to be taken   D. being taken 

17. Are you sure you told me about the party? I don't recall _______ about it. 

A. having told  B. to have told   C. having been told D. to have been told 

18. Ann hoped _____ to join the private club. She could make important business contact.  

A. to invite   B. inviting   C. being invited   D. to be invited 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the 

following questions. 

19. You should (A) make your parents (B) be happy for (C) the rest of their (D) life. 

20. (A) There's no point (B) have a car if you (C) never (D) use it. 
B. WRITTEN (2 marks) 

Rewrite the following sentences, based on the suggestion.  

1. It won’t be difficult to get a ticket for the game. 

You won’t have any ………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Driving on the left is strange and difficult for Americans. 

Americans aren’t……………………………………………………………………… 

3. He wished he had invited her to his birthday party. 

He regretted …………………………………………………………………………………   

Complete the sentences below, using cues given. 

4. She / not stand / keep / wait / such / long. 

5. By / work / day and night / they / succeed / finish / project / time. 

 



 

PRACTICE TEST 3 

 

I. Choose the best answer (A, B, C or D) that best completes each sentence.  

1. Mr. Smiths’children are used to _______ after school everyday. They don’t have to walk home. 

 A. picking up B. to be picked up C. being picked up D. to pick up 

2. Linda should consider _______ an actress. She is a very talented performer. 

 A. becoming                B. to be become           C. to become D. being become 

3. I dislike _______ by my first name. 

 A. calling me                B. being called       C. to call me D. to be called 

4. Mrs. Smith appreciated _______ breakfast in bed when she didn’t feel well. 

 A. to serve                    B. to be served        C. serving                     D. being served    

5. I finally finished _______ at 7a.m. and served dinner. 

    A. to be cooked             B. being cooked   C. to cook                      D. cooking  

6. Sally‘s low test scores kept her from _______ to the university. 

 A. admitting                 B. being admitted C. to admit                    D. to be admitted 

7. It is interesting _______ people in airports when you are waiting for a flight. 

 A. to observe                B. observe          C. being observed D. to be observed 

8. She decided _______ smoking when she became pregnant. 

 A. to be given up          B. giving up          C. to give up                 D. being given up 

9. Did you expect _______ to Ms. Thoa’s party?  

 A. to invite B. inviting C. to be invited D. being invited 

10. Tina always wants _______ . 

 A. being praised B. praising C. to be praised D. to praise 

11. This book is easy _______ at any shop round here.  

 A. finding B. to find C. being found D. to be found 

12. This food has _______ in oil, not in fat.  

 A. to be cooked B. to cook C. being cooked D. cooking  

13. Dad told me what gifts _______ first. 

 A. to open  B. to be opened  C. opening  D. being opened 

14. The children complain about not _______ by their parents.  

 A. to be understood B. understanding C. being understood D. to understand 

15. The police prevented him from _______ . 

 A. escaping B. to be escaped C. being escaped  D. to escape  

16. Tommy admitted _______ the rock through the window.  

 A. being thrown B. to throw C. to be thrown D. throwing 

17. Did you ask her _______ to the get-together next Sunday?  

 A. to come B. coming C. to be come D. being come 

18. You are expected _______ home by midnight, son.  

 A. to be got B. to get C. getting D. being got 

19. Show me how _______ this microwave oven.  

 A. operating B. being operated C. to be operated D. to operate 

20. It’s pleasant _______ you again after such a long time.  

 A. to see B. being seen C. seeing D. to be seen 

II. Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same. 
1. The students are required to pay an extra fee to use the laboratory. They are upset about that fact. 

    The students are upset about _____________________________________________ 

2. The police can recognize him wherever he goes. He is very afraid of it. 

    He is very afraid of _______________________________________________ 

3. It’s necessary to clean the floor regularly.  

    The floor needs ________________________________________________ 

4. Richard thinks he’s going to do well. 

    Richard expects _________________________________________________ 



5. Clearing up my room is something I dislike! 

    I hate _________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 4 

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

1. a. question   b. mutual   c. situation   d. punture 

2. a. honest    b. honour   c. honey   d. ghost 

3. a. rumour   b. humour   c. mutual   d. duty 

Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others. 

4. a. understanding   b. anniversary   c. experience   d. celebration 

5. a. invite    b. intimate   c. divorce   d. imagine 

I. Choose the word or phrase (a, b, c or d) that best fits the blank space in each sentence. 

6. He seemed ________ a friendship to Joe. 

a. beginning   b. being begun  c. to be begun      d. to have begun 

7. He had a portrait ________ as a birthday present for his daughter. 

a. paint    b. painting   c. painted       d. to be painted 

8. We ________ friends even after we grew up and left home. 

a. became   b. made    c. struck up   d. remained 

9. At first I found it difficult ________ on the other side of the road. 

a. to get used to drive     b. to get used to driving 

c. being used to drive     d. in getting used to driving 

10. The factory is said ________ in a fire two years ago. 

a. being destroyed     b. to have been destroyed 

c. to destroy      d. to have destroyed 

11. The party starts at 8 o'clock so I'll ________ at 7.45. 

a. look for you   b. pick you up  c. bring you along  d. take you out 

12. She wants to look ________ in her wedding reception. 

a. nature    b. natured   c. natural   d. naturally 

13. When will you have the dress made?' 'I expect ________ by Friday. 

a. to finish  b. finishing   c. to be finished  d. being finished 

14. A selfish person is incapable ________ true friendship. 

a. of     b. with     c. in    d. for 

15. ________ it was a formal dinner party, James wore his blue jeans. 

a. Since    b. Even though   c. Until   d. Only if 

16. No sooner ________ the phone rang. 

a. had they arrived home that    b. they had arrived home than 

c. did they arrive home that    d. had they arrived home than 

17. A number of Vietnamese ________ to that city recently. 

a. moved    b. has moved   c. have moved  d. was moved 

18. I'm really ________ to the party. All my old friends will be there. 

a. appreciating   b. looking forward c. thinking about  d. enjoyable 

19. Mr. Lee was upset by ________ him the truth. 

a. our not having told  b. us not tell  c. we didn't tell  d. not to tell 

20. Jean has a very easy-going ________, which is why she is so popular. 

a. reputation   b. personality  c. characteristic  d. sympathy 

Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. 

1. We expect the government to propose changes to the taxation system. 

Changes to the taxation system ……………………………………….  

2. He couldn't play well in the last match because of his injured knee. 



His injured knee made …………………………………………. 

3. You can try to get Jim to lend you his car, but you won't succeed. 

There's no point…………………………………………………….. 

4. Supermarkets started to sell fresh pasta only in 1990s. 

Fresh pasta ……………………………………………………………. 

5. He wished he had invited her to his birthday party. 

He regretted ………………………………………………………….. 

 

PRACTICE TEST 5 

I. Choose the word that has the underlined letter(s) pronounced differently from the others. 

1. a. honest b. hour c. honor d. house 

2. a. harmful b. hook c. exhibition d. behind 

II. Choose the word that is stressed on the second syllable. 

3. a. anniversary b. helicopter c. American d. enthusiastic 

4. a. restaurant b. together c. organization d. gathering 

IV. Choose the best answer (a, b, c or d) for the following sentences. 

5. I don’t expect …………….. when I’m speaking. 

 a. interrupting b. interrupted c. to be interrupted d. being interrupted  

6. The mountain climbers are in danger of …………… by an avalanche. 

 a. being killed b. killing c. killed d. to be killed 

7. Tommy admitted …………….. the rock through the window. 

 a. throwing b. being thrown c. to throw d. to be thrown 

8. If you want to have a peaceful mind, you have to stop ……………. by every little thing that happens. 

 a. bothering b. being bothered c. to bother d. to be bothered 

9. Anne hopes ………… to join the private club. She could make important business contacts there. 

 a. inviting  b. being invited c. to invite d. to be invited 

10. The spy admitted ……… some highly secret information to enemy agents. 

 a. to give b. being given     c. giving d. to be given 

11. The 25th wedding anniversary is called the………………. anniversary. 

 a. golden b. silver     c. special d. diamond 

12. It is not easy to blow……….all of the candles at the same time. 

 a. on b. out c. over d. off 

13. The mechanic needs…………..a new muffler on your car. 

 a. putting b. to put c. to be put d. put 

14. The rainy season is coming. The roof of our house needs…………..  

 a. repair b. to repair c. repairing d. repaired 

15. The little boy was crying because of………………to play with a gun. 

 a. not to be allowed b. not being allowed c. not to allow d. not allowing 

16. John is really bored with…………to parties so he doesn’t expect………….to their dinner party this 

time. 

 a. going/ to invite b. to go/ to invite c. to go/ to be invited d. going/ to be invited 

17. Despite…………….by many companies, he kept on…………..for a sponsor for his ideas. 

 a. refusing/ being looked b. to be refused/ to look  c. refused/ having looked  d. being refused/ looking 

18. I remember ………..to the zoo when I was a child. 

a. to take b. to be taken c. taking d. being taken 

19. I prefer celebrating my birthday party at home……….in the restaurant. 

a. for b. to c. than d. more 

20. The ceasefire was seen as a major milestones in the fight against terrorism. 

a. signs   b. achivements  c. landmarks  d. progresses 

II. Complete the second sentences so that they mean the same as the first ones.  

1. We eagerly expect to meet them again. (meeting) 

    We look…………………………………………………………………… 

2. She wants to go for a picnic.  



    Do you think her parents will let………………………………………….? 

3. She locked the door so that no one would disturb her. (avoid) 

    She locked the door to………………………………………. 

4. They have to provide the police with the lasted news. (provided) 

    The police demand………………………………………………………. 

5. Mary wants you to help her with these math problems. (be) 

    Mary wants……………………………………………… 

 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 6 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.  

Question 1: A. cutlery B. party C. carry D. reply 

Question 2: A. folk B. of C. knife D. finish 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the other 

three in the position of the main stress in each of the following questions.  

Question 3: A. party B. gather C. culture D. except 

Question 4: A. attendance B. especial C. etiquette D. position 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions.   

Question 5: Before writing letters of invitation for your birthday party, you need to decide on the ______ 

list. 

 A. customers B. guests  C. clients D. partners 

Question 6: John did not go to the party because he could not find anything suitable ______. He could not 

afford _____ new clothes.  

 A. wearing / buy B. wear / buying C. to wear / to buy D. wearing / 

buying 

Question 7: When their friends finished singing, Tanya ______ out the candles on the cake.  

 A. blew B. went C. turned D. got 

Question 8: She stopped ______ a sip of water and then go on ______.  

 A. taking / to speak  B. to take / speaking C. for taking / spoke  D. take / spoken  

Question 9: Most married couples in European countries ______ wedding anniversaries each year.  

 A. present B. compliment C. celebrate D. conduct 

Question 10: I’m angry because you didn’t tell me the truth. I don’t like ______.  



 A. deceiving B. being deceived C. deceive D. be deceived 

Question 11: Bob hosts a _______ party in the village for the Simpson family who are leaving for a new 

place.  

 A. housewarming B. farewell C. welcome D. celebration 

Question 12: We sat in traffic for two hours while they cleaned up the ______ from the accident. 

 A. pollution B. mess C. disorder D. sight 

Question 13: Maria needs ______ another job. Her present company is going out of business. 

 A. to find B. finding C. found D. to finding 

Question 14: Joan is considering________ her major from American studies to psychology. 

 A. to change B. changing C. changed D. to changing 

Question 15: My daughter sometimes practises ________ English with her friends after school.  

 A. to speaking  B. to speak  C. speak  D. speaking  

Question 16: Anne hoped ____________ to join the private club. She could make important business 

contacts there. 

A. inviting  B. being invited C. to invite D. to be invited 

Question 17: People call the 50th wedding anniversary ______ 

A. “the Silver Anniversary  B. “the Golden Anniversary” 

C. “the Bronze Anniversary"  D. “the Diamond Anniversary” 

Question 18: Most ______ couples in the United States celebrate wedding anniversaries each year.  

A. marry B. married C. marrying D. marriage 

Question 19: These anniversaries _______ the milestone of a happy and lasting relationship between 

married couples. 

A. mark B. joke C. clap  D. hit   

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges.  

Question 20: Dave is talking to Hannah after their school's English-speaking contest.  

- Dave: "Congratulations! You've given a great performance."  

- Hannah: "_____________”  

 A. It's nice of you to say so.  B. Me neither  

 C. I'm sorry to hear that   D. No, don't worry  

B. WRITING 

Write the correct form of the words in brackets. 

Question 21: Young guests often have willing _____ in any kinds of entertainment. (PARTICIPATE) 



Question 22: Attending parties is one of the good chances to _____ with other people. (SOCIAL) 

Question 23: The child said that he hadn't stolen the money: 

The boy denied   

Question 24: We expect the government to propose changes to the taxation system. 

Changes to the taxation system   

Question 25: Eating with chopsticks feels strange to Mr. Pitt. 

Mr. Pitt is not used    



 

PRACTICE TEST 7 
I. Multiple Choice 

Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others.  

1. a. cetebrating  b. anniversary  c. marriage  d. gathering  

2. a. finish  b. prefer  c. invite   d. enjoy 

3. a. organize  b. decorate  c. divorce  d. promise 

4. a. party  b. birthday  c. happy  d. activity 

5. a. refreshment  b. horrible  c. exciting  d. intention 

Choose the wordor phrase - a, b, c, or d - that best fits the blank space in each sentence or substitutes for 

the underlined word or phrase. 

6. I prefer to celebrate my birthday party at home _____ in the restaurant. 

a. for  b. to  c. than  d. more 

7. Jack's mother __ a birthday cake with seventeen lighted candles on it. 

a. brought out  b. showed on  c. turned up  d. took over 

8. These anniversaries mark the milestones of a happy and lasting relationship between married couples. 

a. signs  b. achievements  c. landmarks d. progresses 

9. Rosa and Luis are happy to be ________ for their goJden anniversary.  

a. about  b. around  c. thorough  d. together 

10. ________ from Bill, all the students said they would go to the party. 

a. Apart  b. Only  c. Except  d. Separate 

11. We moved to the countryside for some ________. 

a. peace and quiet  b. comfort and advance c. freedom and pleasure  d. happiness and enjoyment 

12. I'm ________ a surprise party for my sister.  

a. taking  b. serving  c. providing d. organizing 

13. It wasn't until midnight that the party ________. 

a. carried on  b. broke up  c. cleared up  d. went out 

14. There are lots of TV Christmas ________ for children this year. 

a. specialities  b. specially  c. specials  d. specialized 

15. Jane is going to go abroad next month and she's having a ________ party on Sunday. 

a. birthday  b. farewell  c. wedding  d. anniversary 

16. Look at the state of the gate. It needs ________ as soon as possible. 

a. to repair  b. repairing  c.being repaired  d. be repaired 

17. The painting was beautiful. I stood there ________ it for a long time. 

a. for admiring  b. being admired  c. admire  d. admiring 

18. I had no ________ a place to live. In fact it was surprising easy. 

a. difficulty to find  b. difficulty finding c. difficulty when I find  d. difficulty while finding 

19. Alice didn't expect ________ to Bill's party.    

a. asking  b. being asked  c. to ask  d. to be asked 

20. We asked ________ the piano so early in the morning, but she won't. 

a. Marie to stop playing   b. Marie stop to play 

c. that Marie stops playing  d. Marie to stop to play 

II. Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. 

1. We expect the gorvernment to propose changes to the taxation system. 

Changes to the taxation system …………………………………………….  

2. He couldn't play well in the last match because of his injured knee. 

His injured knee made ………………………………………………………. 

3. You can try to get Jim to lend you his car, but you won't succeed. 

There's no point …………………………………………………………………. 

4. Supermarkets started to sell fresh pasta only in 1990s. 

Fresh pasta ………………………………………………………………………. 

5. He wished he had invited her to his birthday party. 



He regretted ………………………………………………………………………..  

 

 

  

PRACTICE TEST 8 

 

I. Circle the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

1. A. hour              B. vehicles            C. homeless              D. honorable 

2. A. watch            B. stomach             C. Christmas             D. chemical 

3. A. clothing         B. although C. together                 D. birthday 

II. Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others. 

1. A. organize         B. divorce             C. decorate                 D. promise 

2. A. party               B. happy             C. activity                   D. birthday 

III. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 

1. People usually give cards and gift ____ the anniversary couple. 

A. for                     B. to             C. of                        D. Ø 

2. Losing one’s hair and teeth are the result of ____. 

A.  age B. aged                  C.  ageless  D. ageing 

3. Birthday parties are held not only for children _____ for adults. 

A. and B. as well C. but also D. nor 

4. They are whispering to avoid _____ by their friends. 

A. being heard       B. hearing              C. to be heard         D. being hearing 

5.  Would you like ____ me some tea? 

A. make                  B. to make             C. making            D. maked 

6.  Due to having a lot of things ____ last night, we missed _____ the film. 

A. for doing / to see B. done / saw   

C. doing / see                                D. to do / seeing 

7. I remember _______ to the zoo when I was a child. 

A. to take B. taking  C. to be taken  D. being taken 

8.  I want to travel because I enjoy ______ people and ____ new places. 

A. meet/see B.  meeting/seeing   C. meeting/to see   D. to meet / sce 

9. We managed _______ over the wall without ________. 

A. to climb/ seeing                   B. climbing/ being seen 

C. to climb/ being seen            D. to be climbed/ seeing 

     10. The council considers ____ vehicles from the city centre to relieve traffic jams  

and air pollution. 

A. ban  B. banning  C. banned    D. to banning 

11. The lighting in the room is functional as well as ________.  

A. decorate  B.  decorative  C. decoration    D. decorated 

12. The cost of living is expected __________. 

A. to go down  B. go down  C. went down     D. being gone down 

13. After they got ______, she never remarried. 

A. single  B. family     C. chance       D.  divorced 

Choose the underlined word or phrase - A, B, C or D - that needs correcting. 

14. Approximately 70 percent of all parents let their children to attend school. 

             A                                    B                        C                     D  

15. It is an opportunity for all family members to gather, exchange wishes,  

       A                                       B                            C 

and having dinner together. 

          D      

V. Write the sentence, using the given cues. 

1. We’d prefer/ play tennis/ rather/ watch/ it/ TV. 



  
2. It/ worth/ try/ make/ change/ her mind. 

 
3. Why/ John/ keep/ talk/ about/ his mother?  

  

Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. 

4. We expect the government to propose changes to the taxation system. 

 Changes to the taxation system ……………………………………. 

5. Mastering a second language takes time and patience. 

 It …………………………………………………………….. 

 

PRACTICE TEST 9 

Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

3. a. candle   b. cake   c. decorate  d. celebration 

4. a. adult   b. candle  c. talk   d. flower 

5. a. hour   b. honest  c. vehicle  d. happy 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

6. a. excited   b. interested   c. confident   d. memorable 

7. a. floppy   b. embrace   c. cotton   d. idol 

Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each sentence. 

8. He tried his best to make his birthday party more _______  . 

a. enjoyed   b. enjoying   c. enjoyment   d. enjoyable  

9. When they finished singing, Lisa _______ the candles on the cake. 

  a. turned off  b. blew out   c. cleared up   d. brought out 

10. Many _______ men remarry and have second families. 

  a. married  b. single  c. divorced   d. family 

11. They're having a party in _______ of his 84th  birthday. 

  a. ceremony  b. honor   c. memory   d. celebration 

12. We tried to make a _______ of our situation, but it wasn't funny. 

  a. joke   b. trick   c. tension   d. risk 

13. They held a concert to mark the _______  of Mozart's death.  

  a. occasion  b. anniversary  c. situation   d. remembrance 

14.  They _______ a wonderful meal to more than fifty delegates. 

  a. made   b. had    c. served   d. took 

15. A friend of mine phoned _______ me to a party. 

  a. for invite  b. inviting   c. to invite  d. for inviting 

16. My parents wouldn't _______ to the party. 

  a. allow me go  b. allow me to go     c. allow me going  d. allow to go 

17. We are going to have my house _______ tomorrow morning. 

  a. paint   b. painting   c. painted   d. to be painted 

18. We hope that the students themselves will enjoy ______ part in the projects. 

  a. to take  b. taking   c. to be taken   d. being taken 

19. Jim wishes he _______ Jane to his birthday party last night. 

  a. invited  b. would invite  c. have invited  d. had invited 

20. Sally's low test scores kept her from _______ to the university. 

  a. admitting    b. to admit   c. to be admitted       d. being admitted 



21. Are you sure you told me about the party? I don't recall _______ about it. 

  a. having told    b. to have told     c. having been told   d. to have been told 

Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

22. Jimmy wishes he had remembered to give Mary a kiss when saying goodbye to her. 

A. Jimmy regrets not to give Mary a kiss when saying goodbye to her. 

B. Jimmy regrets forgetting not to give Mary a kiss when saying goodbye to her. 

C. Jimmy regrets not remembering giving Mary a kiss when saying goodbye to her. 

D. Jimmy regrets forgetting to give Mary a kiss when saying goodbye to her. 

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the sentence printed before it. 

1.We expect the gorvernment to propose changes to the taxation system. 

Changes to the taxation system __________________________   

 

2.He couldn't play well in the last match because of his injured knee. 

His injured knee made _________________________________  

3.He wished he had invited her to his birthday party. 

He regretted _________________________________________   

4.Mastering a second language takes time and patience. 

It __________________________________________________  

5.It won't be difficult to get a ticket for the game. 

You won't have any ___________________________________   

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 10 

 

I/ Read the passage and choose one correct answer for each question. 

PREPARING A DINNER PARTY 

     Giving a dinner party is a wonderful way of entertain people. You can also make new friends and give 

others the chance to get to know each other better. 

     It needs planning, though. First, make a guest list, with different kinds of people and a mixture of 

women and men. Don’t invite couples because they aren’t so much fun. 

     When you know who can come, find out what they like to eat and drink. Note down any who are 

vegetarians, or who can’t eat or drink certain things for religious seasons. 

      Then plan their menu. Include a first course, a choice of main courses and a dessert, plus lots of 

people’s favourite drinks. 

     The next thing to do is the shopping. Make sure buy more than enough of everything, and that someone 

can help you carry it! 

     On the day, start cooking early. Give people appetizers like Greek mezze or Spanish tapas, so they 

don’t get hungry if they have to wait. Serve the delicious meal, sit down with your guests and have a good 

time – you’ve earned it! 

  1) Which of the following is NOT mentioned as the purpose of giving a dinner party? 

     A. to entertain people.       B. to make new friends. 

    C. to get people to know more about their host and hostess.      D. to help people to know each 

other better. 

2) when giving a dinner party, you should NOT invite ........................ . 

     A. husbands and wives.       B. those who are vegetarians. 

     C. both women and men.         D. those who can’t eat or drink 

certain things. 

3) The menu should include these EXCEPT .......................... 

     A. a first course  B. a supper  C. a dessert  D. main courses 



4) According to the passage, starters should be served ........................... 

     A. because the guests want to have a good time together 

     B. because the guests like eating them 

     C. because the guests want to eat them while having to wait 

     D. because the guests may be hungry while having to wait 

5) What should you do while the guests are having their evening meal? 

     A. Stand beside the guests without doing anything.   

     B. Sit down with the guests and have a good time. 

     C. Sit down with the guests to show your politeness.   

     D. Only serve the guests with the food. 

II/ Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. 

 6) The goods ought ....................... two weeks ago. 

A. to deliver     B. delivering  

C. to be delivered     D. being delivered 

  7) A date that is an exact number of years after the date of an important event is a(n) ............................... 

. 

A. birthday   B. celebration    C. wedding         D. anniversary 

8) Dinner will be a cold ..........................., not a sit-down meal. 

A. party   B. meal         C. dish     D. buffet 

9) He doesn’t know much about the subject, but he is ....................... . 

A. joyful  B. enthusiastic   C. reserved D. calm 

10) Steve thought his ........................... with Helen was changing. 

A. relate   B. relative   C. relation      D. relationship 

11) He is ............................ for his elderly parents. 

A. paying attention  B. looking   C. caring D. taking care 

12) He is smartly ........................ when he comes to an interview. 

A. dressed  B. put on      C. worn D. undressed 

13) John had agreed ......................... me in his office. 

A. to meet       B. meeting         C. to be met       D. being met 

14) it’s important for the figures ......................... regularly. 

A. to update        B. updating         C. to be updated D. being updated 

15) It is no good ............................ sorry for yourself. 

A. to feel  B. feeling            C. feel      D. felt 

16) The man wanted to avoid ...................... on security cameras. 

A. to see  B. seeing         C. to be seen     D. being seen 

17) Peter ........................ to go in for the exam. 

A. avoided  B. let       C. advised      D. decided 

 18) I tried ........................... the bus, but I missed it. 

A. to catch  B. catching    C. to be caught   D. being caught 

 19) The plants want ........................... daily. 

A. to water  B. watering C. to be watered  D. being water 

 20) Will you remind me .................... this letter at the post office? 

A. to post  B. posting  C. to be posted  D. being posted 

III/ Arrange these words or groups of words in the correct order. 

1) I/ have/ birthday party/ house/ 8 p.m/ November 19. 

....................................................................................................................... 

    2) Most/ relatives/ friends/ invited/ party.  

.......................................................................................................................    

    3) There/ be/ drinks/ special foods/ I/ cook. 

.......................................................................................................................    

    4) Of course/ there/ be/ games/ prizes/ winners. 

.......................................................................................................................    

    5) Please/ phone/ me/ tell/ if/ come.  



........................................................................................................................ 

 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 11 

 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other words. 

1. A. home   B. hour  C. hold  D. husband 

2. A. lovely  B. flower  C. half   D. relative 

Choose the word with the different stress pattern 

3.  A. candle  B. couple  C. present  D. invite 

4.  A. personal   B. attitude   C. extremely   D. imitate  

Choose the most suitable response to complete each of the following exchanges. 

5. “I’m sorry I couldn’t come to your party last night.” - “ _____.” 

A. That’s all right B. Excuse me  C. You’re welcome D. Don’t mention it 

6. Nga: “Thanks a lot for your nice present!”  - Mai: “……………” 

A. Yes, it’s very nice.   B. Yes, it’s very expensive. 

C. You’re welcomed.    D. I’m glad you like it. 

Choose the word which has the CLOSEST meaning to the underlined word. 

7. These anniversaries mark the milestones of a happy and lasting relationship between married couples. 

A. signs  B. achievements C. landmarks  D. progresses 

Choose the word which has the OPPOSITE meaning to the underlined word. 

8. She had a cozy little apartment in Boston.  

  A. uncomfortable B.  warm  C.  lazy  D. dirty 

Choose the best word or phrase to complete each sentence 

9. A lots of foods and drinks will be served _______ the party. 

A. in    B. at   C. for    D. with 

10. They're having a party in _______ of his 84th  birthday. 

A. ceremony   B. honor   C. memory   D. celebration 

11. They held a concert to mark the _______  of Mozart's death.  

A. occasion   B. anniversary C. situation   D. remembrance 

12. He tried his best to make his birthday party more _______  . 

A. enjoyed   B. enjoying   C. enjoyment  D. enjoyable 

13. My parents wouldn't _______ to the party. 

A. allow me go  B. allow me to go C. allow me going  D. allow to go 

14. We hope that the students themselves will enjoy ______ part in the projects. 

A. to take   B. taking  C. to be taken  D. being taken 

15. Ann hoped _____ to join the private club. She could make important business contact.  

A. to invite   B. inviting   C. being invited  D. to be invited 

16. Are you afraid of ………..because you haven’t finished your homework? 

     A. being punished B. be punished C. punished  D. punishing 

Choose the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following questions. 

17. You should (A) make your parents (B) be happy for (C) the rest of their (D) life. 

18. (A) There's no point (B) having a car if you (C) never (D) use it. 

Choose the best sentence that shows the best way of building the sentence. 

19. She / not stand / keep / wait / such / long. 

A. She doesn’t stand keeping to wait for such a long time. 

B. She can’t stand being kept to wait such long time. 

C. She can’t stand being kept waiting for such a long time. 

D. She can’t stand keeping waiting for such long time. 

20. By / work / day and night / they / succeed / finish / project / time. 

A. By the work day and night they succeeded to finish a project on time. 



B. By working day and night they succeeded in finishing the project in time. 

C. By the work day and night they succeeded to finish a project in time. 

D. By working day and night they succeeded finishing their project on time. 

 

B. Writing: Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same. 
1. Smoking is banned at school.(allowed) 

      Students…………………………………………….   

2. This book is good enough to read. (worth) 

     This book is…………………………………………  

3. We eagerly expected to meet them again. (meeting) 

     We…………………………………………………..  

4. Mary wants you to help her with these math problems. (be) 

    Mary wants …………………………………………… 

5. She locked the door so that no one would disturb her. (avoid) 

    She locked the door ………………………………… 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

UNIT 4  

 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

I. Choose the word with the different pronunciation of the underlined part. 

1.A. who  B. wheel  C. whale  D. ward 

2.A. youth  B. university  C. join   D. young 

II. Choose the word with the different stress pattern. 

3.A. orphanage B. gratitude   C. participant  D. hospital 

4.A. spirit  B. martyr   C. receipt  D. issue 

III. Choose the best answer. 

5. You want to ask your friend’s opinion of someone, you say: 

 A. What do you think about him/ her? B. What do you feel about him/ her? 

 C. How do you think about him/ her?  D. How do you feel about him/ her?  

6. The volunteers came to your village to help you rebuild your house after the storm, you want to thank 

them, you say: 

 A. We are very glad about your help.  B. Thank you very much for your rebuilding my 

house. 

 C. We are very pleased to have your help. D. You’re welcome. Thanks for your rebuilding my 

house. 

7. Choose the underlined word or phrase in the sentence that needs correcting. 

  I never forget (A) taking to the cinema (B) and the theatre (C) on weekends when I (D) was a child. 

8. Choose the underlined word or phrase in the sentence that needs correcting. 

What are the (A) rewards (B) of helping (C) disadvantage  or (D) handicapped children? 

9. Choose the option which has the CLOSEST meaning with the underlined words. 

    A bank has promised a donation of $24 million toward the disaster fund.  

a. connection  b. addition  c. contribution  d. provision   

10. Choose the option which has the CLOSEST meaning with the underlined words. 

It is difficult for handicapped children to integrate and study with other children. 

A. disadvantaged B. advantaged  C. disabled  D. abled 

11. Choose the option which has the OPPOSITE meaning with the underlined words. 

      Many volunteers offer to teach children in remote area during the summer vocation. 

 A. isolated  B. far away  C. close  D. next to 

12. Choose the option which has the OPPOSITE meaning with the underlined words. 



 He was bitterly disappointed to end the fundraising program with only two local donors. 

 A. extremely happy B. less happy   C. much angry  D. less angry 

13. Let’s …………money to support charities.    

A. give   B. raise  C. rise   D. take 

14. Orphans are children whose parents passed ………….. .   

A. out   B. by   C. away  D. on 

15. On …………of each activity, you will have to answer some questions. 

A. complete  B. completing  C. completion  D. completely 

16. He took part in this sport …………………with his friends. 

 A. enthusiastic  B. enthusiastically C. enthusiasm  D. enthusiast 

17. As well as ……………..in an office, he used to have a part-time job as a postman. 

 A. working  B. having worked C. to work  D. to be worked 

18. What’s the matter? Don’t you approve of my ……………….so noisily? 

 A. talk   B. talking  C. being talked D. being talking 

19. While …………….for the bus, I began …………….the book ……………from you. 

 A. waiting-reading-borrowed   B. waiting-reading-borrow   

C. waiting-to read-borrowing   D. waited-to read- borrowed 

20. The soldier was punished for ………….to obey his commanding officer’s orders. 

A. being refused B. having refusing C. refused  D. having refused 

B. WRITING 

I. Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the sentence printed 

before it. 

1. When Tom had repaired the car, he took it out for a road test.  

Having…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. My children finished their homework, then they went to bed 

Having …………………………………………………………………………………………   

3. It’s very kind of you to invite me to your party. 

I appreciate you ………………………………………………………………………….. 

II. Write the sentences, using the following cues. 

1. we/ would/ like/express/ our/ thanks/ donation.  

→…………………………………………………………………………………  

2.  you/ please provide//me/ your phone number/ ? 

→ ……………………………………………………………? 

 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

I. Writing (2ps) 

Write the sentences, using the following cues. 

1. we/ would/ like/express/ our/ thanks/ donation. →  

2. you/ provide/please/me/your /phone/ number/ ?→  

Rewrite the sentences without changing original meanings, using the words given.  

1. “No, I didn’t break the window” said the boy. 

   The boy denied ……………………………………………………………………. 

2. My children finished their homework, then they went to bed 

    Having ……………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. After four years abroad, he returned home as an excellent engineer. 

    After he ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

II. Multiple choices (8ps) 

1. Choose the word with the different pronunciation of the underlined part. 

 A. who   B. wheel  C. whale  D. ward 

2. Choose the word with the different pronunciation of the underlined part. 

 A. youth  B. university  C. join   D. young 

3. Choose the word with the different stress pattern. 

 A. orphanage  B. gratitude   C. participant   D. hospital 



4. Choose the word with the different stress pattern. 

 A. spirit   B. martyr   C. receipt  D. issue 

5. Choose the best question for the following situation. 

    You want to ask your friend’s opinion of someone, you say: 

 A. What do you think about him/ her?  B. What do you feel about him/ her? 

 C. How do you think about him/ her?  D. How do you feel about him/ her?  

6. Choose the best answer for the following situation. 

The volunteers came to your village to help you rebuild your house after the storm, you want to thank 

them, you say: 

 A. We are very glad about your help.  B. Thank you very much for your rebuilding my 

house. 

 C. We are very pleased to have your help. D. You’re welcome. Thanks for your rebuilding my 

house. 

7. Choose the underlined word or phrase in the sentence that needs correcting. 

  I never forget (A) taking (being taken) to the cinema (B) and the theatre (C) on weekends when I (D) was 

a child. 

8. Choose the underlined word in the sentence that needs correcting. 

     What are the (A) rewards (B) of helping (C) disadvantage (disadvantaged) or (D) handicapped 

children? 

9. Choose the option which has the NEAREST meaning with the underlined words. 

    A bank has promised a donation of $24 million toward the disaster fund.  

a. connection  b. addition  c. contribution  d. provision   

10. Choose the option which has the NEAREST meaning with the underlined words. 

      It is difficult for handicapped children to integrate and study with other children. 

A. disadvantaged B. advantaged   C. disabled  D. abled 

11. Choose the option which has the OPPOSITE meaning with the underlined words. 

      Many volunteers offer to teach children in remote area during the summer vocation. 

 A. isolated  B. far away  C. close  D. next to 

12. Choose the option which has the OPPOSITE meaning with the underlined words. 

      He was bitterly disappointed to end the fundraising program with only two local donors. 

 A. extremely happy B. less happy   C. much angry  D. less angry 

13. Let’s …………money to support charities.    

A. give   B. raise  C. rise   D. take 

14. Orphans are children whose parents passed ………….. .   

A. out   B. by   C. away  D. on 

15. On …………of each activity, you will have to answer some questions. 

A. complete  B. completing  C. completion  D. completely 

16. He took part in this sport …………………with his friends. 

 A. enthusiastic  B. enthusiastically C. enthusiasm  D. enthusiast 

17. As well as ……………..in an office, he used to have a part-time job as a postman. 

 A. working  B. having worked C. to work  D. to be worked 

18. What’s the matter? Don’t you approve of my ……………….so noisily? 

 A. talk   B. talking  C. being talked D. being talking 

19. While …………….for the bus, I began …………….the book ……………from you. 

 A. waiting-reading-borrowed    B. waiting-reading-borrow   

C. waiting-to read-borrowing    D. waited-to read- borrowed 

20. The soldier was punished for ………….to obey his commanding officer’s orders. 

A. being refused B. having refusing C. refused  D. having refused 

 

PRACTICE TEST 3 

I. Choose the best answer (A, B, C or D) that best completes each sentence.  

1. _______ in restaurants as often as they do is very expensive. 

 A. Being eaten B. Having been eaten C. Having been eating D. Eating 



2. I’m sorry I never graduated. I‘ve always regretted not _______ college. 

 A. to finish  B. finish  C. finished  D. having finished 

3. When _______ a dictionary, you need to be able to understand the symbols and abbreviation it contains. 

 A. having used B. use C. to use  D. using 

4. _______ unprepared for the exam, I felt sure I would get a low score. 

 A. Being  B. Having  C. Having been D. To be 

5. _______ the terrible weather forecast, we decided not to travel,  

 A. Are hearing B. Having heard  C. Heard  D. Being heard 

6. You should always lock the door when _______ the room. 

 A. leaving B. having left C. to leave  D. are leaving 

7. _______ it several times, he didn’t want to read it once again. 

     A. Reading B. To read C. To have read D. Having read 

8. _______ all the papers, she put them back to the file. 

 A. Having photocopied     B. Having been photocopied 

 C. To photocopy              D. Photocopy 

9. _______ their work, they went home. 

 A. Finishing B. Having finished C. Had finished D. Finished 

10. Before _______ that book, I had cooked the meal. 

 A. having read B. reading C. read D. to read 

 11. I’m looking forward _______ my friend again. 

 A. to seeing B. to see C. for seeing D. for see  

12. She often thinks carefully _______ any question. 

 A. before answering   B. before having answered      

 C. having answered    D. having answering 

13. After_______ dinner, I watched television. 

 A. eat B. eating C. eaten D. ate 

14. Martin denied _______ the accused man on the day of the crime. 

 A. to see B. of having seen C. to have seen D. having seen 

15. _______ in big city has many advantages as well as disadvantages. 

 A. Live B. To live C. Living D. Lived 

16. While _______ to help Tom with his maths, I got impatient because he wouldn’t pay attention to what 

I was saying. 

 A. I am trying B. having tried C. I try D. trying 

17. He spends most of his time _______ computer games. 

    A. playing                         B. to play                      C. played                          D. play 

18. You should always lock the door when _______ the room. 

 A. having left B. leaving C. to leave D. are leaving 

19. Tom was accused _______ some top secret document. 

 A. to steal B. of having stolen C. for stealing D. to have stolen 

20. Have you considered _______ away for a holiday? 

 A. to go B. goes C. going D. go 

II. Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same. 
1. The boy admitted that he had stolen the bike.     

    The boy admitted ________________________________________________ 

2. Would you like to go to the cinema?     

    Do you fancy ________________________________________________ ? 

3. After John had done his homework, he went out with his friends.     

    Having ________________________________________________ 

4. Before she went home, she had bought some food.     

    Having ________________________________________________ 

5. I regretted that I had told him about this.     

    I regretted ________________________________________________ 

II. Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same. 



1. The boy admitted having stolen / stealing the bike. 

2. Do you fancy going to the cinema?     

3. Having done his homework, John went out with his friends. 

4. Having bought some food, she went home. 

5. I regretted having told / telling him about this.  

 

----THE END----- 

 

PRACTICE TEST 4 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. college   B. organize   C. angry  D. agree  

2. A. special   B. course   C. discover  D. local 

Choose the word that has a different stress from the others. 

3. A. charity   B. operate  C. gratitude   D. donation 

4. A. martyr   B. issue   C. remote  D. orphan 

Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence below. 

5. Everyone can help the needy by making a ____ to a charity organisation.  

A. donate    B. donation   C. donor  D. donating  

6. At last, we came to ______ agreement that doing volunteer work would be a chance for us to train 

ourselves.  

A. a   B. an    C. the    D. no article  

7. Elderly housebound patients are often those most in ____ of pharmacy services.  

A. case    B. need   C. time  D. trouble  

8. Peter suggested ______ out for a party, but everyone refused and kept on ______.  

A. go / to work   B. gone / worked 

B. going / working   D. to go / work  

9. Each nation has many people who voluntarily take care of others. 

A. bring along  B.  get on with C. keep up with  D. look after 

10. I'm sure it's not my fault that John found out what we were planning. I don’t remember _______anyone 

about it.  

A. having told   B. being told  C. to tell   D. to be told  

11. He eventually ______ his disability to achieve some business success.  

A. overcame   B. destroyed   C. overwhelmed  D. suffered  

12. Let's leave early, so we'll be ahead of the rush of commuters. We can't risk ______ in heavy traffic during 

rush hour. 

A. holding up   B. being held up  C. having held up  D. to hold up  

13. During the summer, volunteer students help ______ poor in the city to repair their shelters.  

A. a   B. an    C. the    D. no article 

14. The spy admitted ____ some highly secret information to enemy agents. 

A. having given  B. having been given   

C. to have given  D. have been given 

15. We hope that students themselves will enjoy taking part ______ the projects. 

A. in    B. on    C. at    D. for  

16. Henry mentioned ______ in an accident as a child, but he never told us the details.  

A. having injured   B. having been injured 

C. to have injured   D. to have been injured 



17. They volunteer to take care of children who have been ______ by the AIDS epidemic.  

A. supported  B. suffered   C. left    D. orphaned 

Find a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence and correct it.  

18. Having finished his assignment in time, it was sent to the supervisor.  

A. Having  B. in    C. it was sent  D. the supervisor 

19. I think that you had difficulty to find her house.  

A. Think  B. had   C. to find  D. her  

Choose the correct response to each of the following exchanges 

20. “Let's join hands to help the lonely elderly in our neighbourhood!” – “____” 

A. By all means, we can't.    B. It's true for now.  

C. You're welcome!     D. Yes, let's plan on it.  

B. WRITING:  

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first.  

1. Entering the room, I was surprised at what I saw.  

When   

2. Volunteers couldn’t mow the lady’s lawns because of the rain.  

The rain prevented   

3. It is easy for anyone to learn how to cook. 

Learning   

4. Dave did his homework and then went to bed. 

After having   

5. As she was a nurse, she knew what to do after the accident. 

Being   

  



 

PRACTICE TEST 5 

 

I. PRONUNCIATION 

A. Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

1. a. wholy   b. wrap   c. write   d. who 

2. a. flood   b. good   c. foot    d. look 

3. a. mountain  b. country   c. drought   d. hour 

4. a. university  b. student   c. volunteer   d. museum 

5. a. handicapped  b. advantaged   c. organized   d. raised 

II. LANGUAGE FOCUS 

A. Choose the one word or phrase - a, b, c, or d - that best completes the sentences. 

6. The boys were taken ______ a fishing trip last weekend. 

a. in    b. to    c. on    d. for 

7. She frequently volunteers ______ extra work because she really likes her job. 

a. to   b. for    c. with    d. in 

8. We hope that students themselves will enjoy taking part ______ the projects. 

a. in   b. on    c. at    d. for 

9. He volunteered his ______ as a driver. 

a. job   b, work   c. service   d. help 

10. All the teachers work on an entirely ______ basis. 

a. volunteer  b. volunteered   c. voluntary   d. voluntarily 

11. They volunteer to take care of children who have been ______ by the AIDS epidemic. 

a. supported   b. suffered   c. left    d. orphaned 

12. It's filthy' in here! Are there any volunteers to help ______? 

a. light up   b. clean up  c. clear up   d. take up 

13. He eventually ______ his disability to achieve some business success. 

a. overcame  b. destroyed   c. overwhelmed  d. suffered  

14. The new law allows school districts to spend more money on less ______ children. 

a. advantageous  b. disadvantageous     c. advantaged         d. disadvantaged 

15. A lot of children participated in ______ performances. 

a. raising-fund  b. fundraising  c. fundraise   d. funding-raise 

B. Choose the word or phrase -a, b, c, or d -that best completes the sentence. 

16. I'm sure it's not my fault that Peter found out what we were planning. 

I don't remember ______ anyone about it. 

a. to tell   b. being told   c. having told   d. to be told 

17. The charity is appealing for volunteers ______ elderly patients to and from hospital. 

a. to take  b. taking  c. taken    d. who take 

18. The building ______ the earthquake but then by a fire. 

a. was survived - destroyed   b. survived - was destroyed 

c. survived - destroyed    d. was survived - was destroyed 

19. ______ by the boys' behaviour, she complained to the head teacher. 

a. She annoyed  b. Annoyed   c. She was annoyed  d. Annoying 

20. 'Wait a minute,' said Frank, ______ through the door. 

a. run   b. runs    c. running   d. ran 

Rewrite the sentences beginning with an appropriate participle (present, past or perfect). 
1. When she saw the dog coming towards her, she quickly crossed the road. 

………………………………………… 

2. If it is looked after carefully, the plant can live through the winter. 

…………………………………………………………………… 

3. As I don't have a credit card, I found it difficult to book an airline ticket over the phone. 

………………………………………………………………….. 



4. Keith spent a lot of time filling in job application forms because he was unemployed.   

…………………………………………………………………… 

5. Because I was walking quickly, I soon caught up with her. 

…………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 6 

I. Choose the word that has the underlined letter(s) pronounced differently from the others. 

1. a. village b. teenage c. orphanage d. advantage 

2. a. visit b. disaster c. listen d. museum 

3. a. helped b. attended c. co-operated d. participated 

4. a. mind b. provide c. hospital d. organise 

5. a. medical b. decide c. overcome d. difficulty 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from 

that of the other words. 

6. a. advantage  b. participate  c. appearance d. voluntary 

7. a. overcome  b. company  c. happy  d. orphanage 

8. a. improvement   b. development         c. movement      d. replacement 

Choose the best answer (a, b, c or d) for the following sentences. 

9. There is a voluntary _______________ for boys who no longer have fathers. 

a. organize  b. organization c. organizing  d. organized 

10. The news brought ____________ to all of us.  

a. comfort  b. comfortable   c. uncomfortale  d. comfortably  

11. I didn’t have to ask them to leave, they went _______________ . 

a. volunteer  b. voluntary  c. voluntarily  d. volunteered 

12. Disabled and _______________ people need help from the community.  

a. disadvantage  b. disadvantaged c. advantage  d. advantaged 

13. He has smoked for more than 20 years, and eventually he ............ from a lung cancer now. 

 a. suffers  b. takes   c. participates  d. enters 

14. Being tall gave him a(n)……………… over the other players. 

 a. advantage  b. disadvantage  c. satisfaction  d. pleasure 

15. The company volunteers to ………….. fifty trucks to help the flooded areas. 

 a. donate  b. lend  c. loan  d. sell 

16. Mowing the ………… is what I like doing to help my father in the garden. 

 a. flowers b. lawns  c. plants  d. leaves 

17. No one can prevent us ............ good things. 

 a. to do  b. from doing  c. of doing  d. in order to do 

18. She often thinks carefully .............. any question. 

 a. before answering  b. before having answered     c. by answering  d. having answering 

19. I’m sorry I never graduated. I‘ve always regretted not ………… college. 

 a. to finish  b. finish  c. finished  d. having finished 

20. When …….. a dictionary, you need to be able to understand the symbols and abbreviation it contains. 

 a. having used  b. use  c. to use  d. using 

V. Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same. 

1. Would you like to go to the cinema?     

    Do you fancy ..........................................................................................................? 

2. Why don’t we wait for the bus?     

    How about ................................................................................................................? 

3. After John had done his homework, he went out with his friends.     



    Having ........................................................................................................................ 

4. Before she went home, she had bought some food.     

    Having ......................................................................................................................... 

5. Because she had started the course, Susan was determined to complete it.                

    Having.............................................................................................................................. 

 

                                                                    PRACTICE TEST 7 

I. Choose the best answer 

1. This scheme could be ______ for people in low incomes. 

a. advantage  b. advantaged  c. advantageous  d. disadvantaged 

2. Schools need ______ to help children to read and write. 

a. volunteers  b. pioneers  c. engineers  d. innovators 

3. We would like to see closer ______ between parents and schools. 

a. cooperation  b. coordination  c. coexistence   d. coeducation 

4. At present we are ______ an anti-drug campaign. 

a. setting up  b. carrying out           c. taking part in  d. joining with 

5. The work of the charity is funded by voluntary ______. 

a. movements  b. teenagers  c. donations  d. campaigns 

6. A(n) ______, is a person who is killed because of their political beliefs. 

a. invalid  b. soldier c. veteran  d. martyr 

7. His kind words brought some ______ to the grieving parents. 

a. sympathy  b. comfort  c. interest  d. gratitude 

A. Choose the word or phrase - a, b, c, or d - that best completes the sentence. 

8. 'Is Marsha still here?' 'No. She was the first ______. 

a. leaving  b. that she left  c. to leave  d. in leaving 

9. I've heard a lot about Dr. James, and I'm looking forward ______ his talk tomorrow. 

a. hear  b. hearing  c. to hear  d. to hearing 

10. 'Did Nancy faint yesterday?' 'Yes, and that led to ______ to the emergency clinic.' 

a. her taking   b. her to be taken     

c. her to go      d. her being taken 

11. He was often made ______ milk by his mother. 

a. drink  b. drinks  c. to drink  d. drunk 

12. I don't blame you ______ to go outside in this awful weather. 

a. not wanting   b. for not wanting  

c. not to want   d. not to have wanted 

13. The spy admitted ______ some highly secret information to enemy agents. 

a. having given   b. having been given 

c. to have given   d. to have been given 

14. They were fortunate ______ from the fire before the building collapsed. 

a. rescuing   b. to have rescued 

c. to rescue   d. to have been rescued 

15. It is important that the TOEFL Office ______ an applicant's registration. 

a. will confirm   b. confirm     

c. confirms   d. must confirm 

16. It's no good ______ me of getting the figures wrong! 

a. to accuse   b. accusing     

c. having accused        d. to have accused 

17. No sooner ______ the corner than the wheel came off. 

a. the van turned   b. did the van turned 

c. the van had turned   d. had the van turned 

18. Each nation has many people who voluntarily take care______ others.  

a. in    b. on    c. to     d. of 



19. They give care and comfort ______ disadvantaged children. 

a. for   b. to    c. on    d. at 

20. They have no money and are forced to live on ______. 

a. fund   b. saving   c. charity   d. donation 

II. Rewrite the sentences beginning with an appropriate participle (present, past or perfect). 
6. When she saw the dog coming towards her, she quickly crossed the road. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

7. If it is looked after carefully, the plant can live through the winter. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

8. As I don't have a credit card, I found it difficult to book an airline ticket over the phone. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

9. Keith spent a lot of time filling in job application forms because he was unemployed.   

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

10. Because I was walking quickly, I soon caught up with her. 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

                                                                    

 

PRACTICE TEST 8 

 

I. Circle the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

1. A. usually            B. uranium             C. uniform              D. umbrella 

2. A. water               B. whale                 C. whole                 D. window 

3. A. who                 B. wheel                 C. whether              D. whale 

II. Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others. 

1. A. comfort            B. area                 C. believe                D. happiness 

2. A. volunteer          B. nation              C. college                D. hospital 

III. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 

1. Each nation has many people who________ take care of others. 

A. voluntariness   B. voluntary              C. volunteer              D. voluntarily 

2. One _________ of living in the town is the lack of safe places for the children to play.  

A. advantage       B. disadvantage    C. disadvantaged      D. disadvantageous 

3. A ____ is a very bad accident such as an earthquake or a plane crash, especially one in which a lot of 

people are killed. 

A. flood        B. disaster                 C. war              D. drought 

4. Some high school students _______helping the handicapped. 

A. play a role of     B. take a place of      C. take part in           D. are a part of 

5.  After graduation, George decided to work in a small ______ town in the South. 

A. remote                B. far                  C. away                   D. distance 

6. Listen! I hear someone____the gate. It___Peter because he is at work at present. 

A. to open/ mustn’t be                 B. open/ shouldn’t be 

C. opening/ can’t be        D. opened/ couldn’t be 

7. ___________ up late is harmful for skin. 

A. Staying         B. To stay                  C. Stayed    D. Have stayed 

8. The local authorities are conducting ____ campaign to help ____ disabled. 

A. the / Ø               B. Ø / Ø                      C. a/ the                 D. Ø / the 

9.  Tom was accused _____________ some top secret document. 

A. to steal         B. of having stolen     C. for stealing         D. to have stolen 

10. ___________from the horseback, he was taken to hospital and had an operation. 

A. When falling      B. as he was fallen      C. to fall               D. after having fallen 

11. He saw his friend __________ out with Sue.  

A. to go        B. going                     C. go               D. gone 

12. A(n)____is a person who is killed because of their religious or political beliefs. 

A. soldier                   B. invalid            C. martyr                         D. troop 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/kill
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/their
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/religious
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/political
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/belief


13. Select the synonym of the following bold and underlined word in each sentence  

The letters that people wrote after his death gave me a lot of comfort.  

A. sympathy      B. relief               C. annoyance            D. encouragement 

 Choose the underlined word or phrase - A, B, C or D - that needs correcting. 

14. Having lived in city for ten years, she is used to stay up late. 

A B     C    D  

15.  After complete the plan, we had a vacation in Hawaii. 

A  B        C      D                                                            

IV. Write the sentence, using the given cues. 

1. He/ insisted/ pay/ the meal. 

______________________. 

3. Suffer/ so much trouble/ the life/ make/ her/ more and more mature/ before.  

4.  _______________________________________________. 

Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. 

3. Although we felt cold, we kept walking. 

 Despite _______________________________. 

 

4. The fruit was expensive because it was imported. 

 Being _________________________________. 

5. Jim had not worked hard enough in his previous job. He regretted it.  

 Jim regretted ___________________________________________. 

 

PRACTICE TEST 9 

Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

1. a. candle   b. cake   c. decorate  d. celebration 

2. a. adult   b. candle  c. talk   d. flower 

3. a. hour   b. honest  c. vehicle  d. happy 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

4. a. voluntary  b. orphanage   c. comfortable  d. advantage  

5. a. overcorne  b. participate   c. volunteer   d. understand  

Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each sentence. 

6. This scheme could be ______ for people in low incomes. 

a. advantage  b. advantaged   c. advantageous  d. disadvantaged 

7. They have no money and are forced to live on ______. 

a. fund  b. saving   c. charity   d. donation 

8. Schools need ______ to help children to read and write. 

a. volunteers  b. pioneers   c. engineers   d. innovators 

9. We would like to see closer ______ between parents and schools. 

a. cooperation  b. coordination  c. coexistence   d. coeducation 

10. The work of the charity is funded by voluntary ______. 

a. movements  b. teenagers   c. donations   d. campaigns 

11. A(n) ______, is a person who is killed because of their political beliefs. 

a. invalid   b. soldier  c. veteran   d. martyr 

12. ______ for twelve hours, I felt marvelous. 

a. Having slept     b. have slept 

c. Having been slept    d. have been slept 

13. She's angry about ______ to the farewell party last night. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/capital
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/people
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/wrote
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/death


a. not having invited    b. not to have invited 

c. not having been invited   d. not to have been invited 

14. We decided not to travel, ______ the terrible weather forecast. 

a. having heard     b. to have heard 

c. having been heard    d. to have been heard 

15. I'd love ______ to the party, but it was impossible. 

a. having gone     b. to have gone 

b. having been gone    d. to have been gone 

16. I don't recall ______ him at the conference. 

a. having seen     b. to have seen  c. having been seen d. to have been seen 

17. ______ in dark colors, the room needed some bright lights. 

a. Having painted       b. To have painted 

c. Having been painted    d. To have been painted 

18. The stockbroker denied ______ of the secret business deal. 

a. having informed    b. to have informed 

c. having been informed   d. to have been informed 

19. They now regret ______ their son by providing too many material possessions. 

a. having spoiled     b. to have spoiled 

c. having been spoiled    d. to have been spoiled 

20. ______ to the party, we could hardly refuse to go.   

a. Having invited      b. To have invited 

c. Having been invited      d. To have been invited 

Rewrite the sentences beginning with an appropriate participle ( present, past or perfect ). 

1/ When she saw the dog coming towards her, she quickly crossed the road. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2/ If it is looked after carefully, the plant can live through the winter. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3/ As I don’t have a credit card, I found it difficult to book an airline ticket over the phone. 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

4/ Keith spent a lot of time filling in job application forms because he was unemployed. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5/ Because I was walking quickly, I soon caught up with her. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 10 

I/ Read the passage and choose the best answer for each blank. 

VOLUNTEERS ABROAD 

      More and more young people are ... (1) ... voluntary work abroad. The wild variety of jobs and 

destinations available is making it an increasingly attractive option for those who have just left school and 

have a year free before university. Many choose to spend these twelve months working in poor countries. 

There they will earn little ... (2) ... no money. But they will be doing something useful – and enjoying the 

experience. 

     The work may ... (3) ... of helping the local communities, for example by helping to build new road or 

provide water supplies to isolated rural villages. Other projects may concentrate more on conservation or 



environmental protection. ... (4) ... kind of job it is, it is certain to be ... (5) ... and worthwhile, and an 

experience that will never be forgotten.   

 1) A. doing  B. making  C. taking  D. getting 

2) A. with  B. but   C. or   D. and 

3) A. consist  B. include  C. contain  D. involve 

4) A. Any  B. What  C. However  D. Whatever 

5) A. challenging B. dangerous  C. difficult  D. attracted 

II/ Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. 

6) They left the restaurant, ......................... two hours over lunch.  

A. spending  B. spent  C. after spend   D. having spent 

7) To do the work for a humane society is ......................... . 

A. friendly  B. mutual         C. voluntary  D. thoughtless 

8) Some high school students take part in helping the handicapped. 

A. play a role of B. take a place of  C. participate    D. are a part of 

9) There is a special fund for the severely ....................... . 

A. orphan  B. volunteer  C. aged   D. handicapped 

 10) The ...................... of this society in to provide community education for street children. 

A. mission   B. work  C. job         D. duty 

11) The work of the charity is funded by voluntary ......................... . 

A. action  B. activity  C. donation  D. organization 

12) We should take care of war invalids and family of martyrs. 

A. look after  B. look into     C. look for  D. look at 

13) Shy people often find it difficult to ........................ group discussions.  

A. take place in B. take part in   C. get on with     D. get in 

    14) I am ......................... to come to the meeting on Monday evening, please apologise for my absence. 

A. capable         B. excused        C. unable           D. disliked 

     15) ....................... it several times, he didn’t want to read it once again. 

A. Reading  B. To read  C. To have read  D. Having read 

16) ......................... that he was poor, I offered to pay his fare. 

A. Knowing  B. Known       C. Knew           D. Having knew 

17) ....................... photographs of the place, I had no desire to go there. 

A. Seeing  B. Seen     C. Saw         D. Having seen 

 18) I hate ....................... a child ........................ . 

A. see/ crying  B. see/ cry  C. seeing/ to cry  D. seeing/ cry  

  19) I notice the lorry ........................ down the hill. 

A. to come  B. came  C. coming          D. having come 

   20) I observed a blue car ...................... very fast towards the motorway. 

A. having driven B. driven  C. driving          D. to drive 

 

III/ Arrange these words or groups of words in the correct order. 

  1) story/ I/ your/ again/ no/ to/ have/ hearing/ objection 

 ....................................................................................................................... 

    2) people/ caring/ life/ entire/ spends/ other/ She/ her/ for 

.......................................................................................................................    

    3) finds/ difficult/ talking/ very/ about/ his/ He/ problems/  

.......................................................................................................................    

   4) participating/ kind/are/ of/ volunteer/ in/ What/ work/ ?/ you/ 

.......................................................................................................................    

    5) to/ donation/ receive/ our/ for/ I/ would like/ the/ express/ we/ thanks 

....................................................................................................................................  

 

 

 



PRACTICE TEST 11 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other words. 

1.  A. win   B. wine  C. wrong  D. wet 

2. A. union   B. useful  C. under  D. university 

Choose the word with the different stress pattern 

3. A. voluntary   B. orphanage  C. comfortable  D. participate 

4. A. suffer   B. support   C. suggest   D. succeed  

Choose the word that has the CLOSEST meaning to the underlined word. 

5. The charity provides opportunities and facilities for disabled people to take part in sport. 

 A. disadvantaged B. handicapped C. injured  D. advantaged 

Choose the word that has the OPPOSITE meaning to the underlined word. 

6. Whenever he was upset, he would turn to her for comfort and advice. 

 A. uncomfortable B. discomfort  C. a feeling of calm D. pleasure 

Choose the best word or phrase to complete each sentence 

7. All the teachers work on an entirely ______ basis. 

A. volunteer   B. volunteered  C. voluntary  D. voluntarily 

8. The new law allows school districts to spend more money on less ______ children. 

A. advantageous  B. disadvantageous  C. advantaged D. disadvantaged 

9. Schools need ______ to help children to read and write. 

A. volunteers  B. pioneers   C. engineers   D. innovators 

10. Mowing the _______is what I like doing to help my father in the garden. 

 A. lawns  B. flowers  C. plants  D. leaves 

11. _______their work, they went home. 

A. Finishing  B. Had finished C. Having finished D. Finished 

12. I've heard a lot about Dr. James, and I'm looking forward ______ his talk tomorrow. 

A. hear   B. hearing   C. to hear   D. to hearing 

13. The spy admitted ______ some highly secret information to enemy agents. 

A. having given B. having been given C. to have given    D. to have been given 

14. I don't remember ______ anyone about it.   

A. to tell     B. being told   C. having told  D. to be told 

15. I caught him _______through my drawers.   

A. look   B. to look   C. looking   D. to be told 

16. _____someone call my name, I turned round but I didn’t see anyone.   

 A. Hearing  B. Hear  C. Have heard D. To hear 

Choose the underlined word or phrase (A, B, C or D) that needs correcting. 

17. (A) Giving care and comfort (B) to the poor and(C) sick (D) are our happiness 

18. Big Brothers (A) are (B) an organization for boys (C) who no longer (D) have fathers. 

Choose the sentence that best combines the pair of sentences in the following question.  

19. After he had done the test well, he hoped to be given a good mark. 

A. Having been done the test well, he hoped to be given a good mark. 

B. Having hoped to be given a good mark, he had done the test well. 

C. Having done the test well, he hoped to be given a good mark. 

D. He hoped to be given a good mark as he had done the test well. 

Choose the sentence that is closest in meaning to the following sentence. 

20. Jimmy wishes he had remembered to give Mary a kiss when saying goodbye to her. 

A. Jimmy regrets not to give Mary a kiss when saying goodbye to her. 

B. Jimmy regrets forgetting not to give Mary a kiss when saying goodbye to her. 

C. Jimmy regrets not remembering giving Mary a kiss when saying goodbye to her. 

D. Jimmy regrets forgetting to give Mary a kiss when saying goodbye to her. 

II. WRITING. Rewrite the sentences using the given cues:  



1. Because he had been out all day, he was quite happy to stay in for the evening 

    Having………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. “No, I didn’t break the window” said the boy. 

   The boy denied………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. You have met that man somewhere before, haven’t you? 

     Do you remember……………………………………………………………………………… 

4. When she saw the dog coming towards her, she quickly crossed the road. 

    Seeing …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. My children finished their homework, then they went to bed 

    Having……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 


